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Abstract
This thesis is mainly concerned with the study of the crossed product C˚-algebras
associated to the horocycle flow on compact quotients of SLp2,Rq. Looking at the
Cuntz semigroup, we retrieve some information about the structure of hereditary
C˚-subalgebras and Hilbert modules for a class of C˚-algebras which contain the
C˚-algebras we want to study. After translating these results in our context, we
study the functoriality of the construction both for the case of discrete subgroups
of SLp2,Rq and for the case of hyperbolic Riemann surfaces. Also properties of an-
other crossed product C˚-algebra that is Morita equivalent to the C˚-algebra of the
horocycle flow are explored and from considerations about the associated dynamical
system we can prove that the multiplier algebra of the crossed product C˚-algebra
associated to the horocyce flow contains a Kirchberg algebra in the UCT class as a
unital C˚-subalgebra in some cases.
A side chapter is devoted to a project that the author started during his PhD,
concerning the construction of spectral triples on the Jiang-Su algebra. The con-
struction we give is performed by means of a particular AF -embedding.
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Chapter 0
Introduction
Transformation group C˚-algebras have been intensively studied during the last
decades, mostly in order to give examples for classification (and structure) theorems
and to interpret properties of dynamical systems on the C˚-side. In particular, if
the crossed product C˚-algebra is in the class of unital and simple C˚-algebras with
finite nuclear dimension which satisfy the UCT ([66]), then the C˚-algebra can be
recovered by K-theoretical information and traces (up to ˚-isomorphism) (see [30]);
this is the case for the transformation group C˚-algebras associated to irrational
rotations on the circle ([58]), in which case the classification result tells us that two
such C˚-algebras Aθ1 and Aθ2 are ˚-isomorphic if and only if the corresponding irra-
tional angles differ by an integer, θ1 “ ˘θ2 mod 1, which turns out to be equivalent
to the dynamical systems pS1, θ1q and pS1, θ2q being topologically conjugated. An-
other cornerstone example comes from minimal homeomorphisms on a Cantor set X
([56], [34] ); in this case if φ1 and φ2 are two minimal homeomorphisms on X, the re-
sulting crossed product C˚-algebras are ˚-isomorphic if and only if the corresponding
dynamical systems pX,φ1q and pX,φ2q are strongly orbit equivalent (or equivalently,
the K-theoretic data coincide). In this example the K0-group of the crossed prod-
uct C˚-algebra can be recovered from the one of a particular AF -subalgebra ([14])
that nowaday would be called a large C˚-subalgebra ([55]). The idea underlying
this construction was inspiring for more general transformation group C˚-algebras.
For example, if X is a compact metrizable space with finite covering dimension
and h is a minimal homeomorphism, Toms and Winter proved in [73] that one can
produce large subalgebras of CpXq ¸h Z that are recursive subhomogeneus, hence
Z-absorbing, and deduce from this that also the transformation group C˚-algebra
absorbs the Jiang-Su algebra Z tensorially, leading to classification in the case the
projections separate traces. In the case of minimal actions of a more general class
of discrete groups, including finite groups (see [39]) and residually finite groups with
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finite asymptotic dimension ([69]), such classification results can still be obtained if
we restrict to actions with finite Rokhlin dimension and the resulting crossed prod-
uct C˚-algebras turn out to be ASH-algebras ([18] 8.5).
The goal of this thesis is to study a class of simple Z-stable transformation group
C˚-algebras associated to actions of the group of real numbers on compact metric
spaces of finite covering dimension. The C˚-algebras belonging to this class will no
longer be unital and so in principle we cannot expect the classification and structure
results mentioned above to hold true in this situation. The study of such crossed
products was started in [38], where, using a suitable notion of Rokhlin dimension,
it was proved that for a free flow on a locally compact metrizable space the cor-
responding crossed product C˚-algebra has finite nuclear dimension (Corollary 9.2)
and that under the same hypothesis it is stable (Theorem 6.6); hence, in the case this
C˚-algebra contains non-zero projections, it is classifiable and is the stabilization of
a unital ASH-algebra. Thus, if we want to produce simple Z-stable transformation
group C˚-algebras arising from flows whose structure does not reflect the structure
of a unital simple Z-stable C˚-algebra, we should focus on the projectionless case.
The absence of projections, in the case of simple Z-stable C˚-algebras, turns out
to be an interesting feature and despite the impossibility of applying the aforemen-
tioned results, by [59] it gives to the Cuntz semigroup a more tractable structure,
since Cuntz (sub)equivalence in this case is the same as Blackadar (sub)equivalence
(see [51] Definition 2.1). The point is that the C˚-algebras in this class have almost
stable rank 1. Nevertheless, it is natural to expect, in view of the comparison results
of [59], that in the case the crossed product C˚-algebra admits a unique trace, some
of its properties can already be established by looking at the structure of its Cuntz
semigroup. Hence, it would be desirable that our C˚-algebras share this property.
Sticking to this setting, we give, following an idea by Elliott, a characterization of
the Pedersen ideal for C˚-algebras whose stabilization has almost stable rank 1 in
Proposition 2.4.1. Furthermore, in the case of C˚-algebras admitting a unique lower
semicontinuous 2-quasitrace, we prove in Proposition 2.4.11 that the Pedersen ideal
coincides with the ideal associated to this quasitrace. This implies by Theorem
2.4.12 that the σ-unital C˚-algebras in this class are either algebraically simple or
stable, depending on wether the dimension function associated to the quasitrace
takes a finite or an infinite value when evaluated on a strictly positive element. An
analogue statement holds at the level of countably generated Hilbert modules (The-
orem 2.4.19).
Every free and minimal flow on a locally compact metrizable space produces, by
the above considerations, a simple Z-stable C˚-algebra. In order to ensure that it
does not contain projections, some considerations have to be made. First of all note
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that if the flow admits a compact transversal, it is shown in [38] Remark 9.5 that
it is possible to explicitly construct a projection on the resulting crossed product
C˚-algebra. Even if the flow does not admit a compact transversal, we should look
closer at the specific flows in order to exclude the existence of projections.
If the flow is the horocycle flow on a compact quotient of SLp2,Rq, as already ob-
served by Connes on page 129 of [21], the interplay with the associated geodesic flow
denies the existence of projections on the resulting crossed product C˚-algebra; also,
the unique ergodicity of this flow ([33]) and the correspondence between invariant
probability measures and traces on the crossed product C˚-algebra ([49] Theorem
6.30) guarantee the existence of a unique trace. Hence this class of examples consti-
tute a good candidate for an application of the above considerations.
In view of this, we begin in this thesis the study of the crossed product C˚-algebra
associated to this flow.
After translating the general results concerning σ-unital simple Z-stable C˚-algebras
with almost stable rank 1 to this example, we proceed in Chapter 4 exploring the
functoriality of this construction. Namely, using basic results about the possibil-
ity to lift equivariant ˚-homomorphisms to crossed products, we show that there
are both a covariant and a contravariant functors from a category of discrete co-
compact subgroups of SLp2,Rq in which the morphisms are inclusions modulo con-
jugation in SLp2,Rq, to the category of C˚-algebras (in which the morphisms are
˚-homomorphisms), which are induced by the crossed product construction. Fur-
thermore, specializing to cocompact groups that are the symmetrization of the fun-
damental groups of compact hyperbolic Riemann surfaces, we see that the crossed
product construction induces a contravariant functor from a category of compact hy-
perbolic Riemann surfaces in which the morphisms are holomorphic covering maps,
to the category of C˚-algebras.
In particular, two biholomorphic compact hyperbolic Riemann surfaces give rise to
˚-isomorphic C˚-algebras. It is interesting to note that the question wether two com-
pact hyperbolic Riemann surfaces that are just homeomorphic produce ˚-isomorphic
C˚-algebras, is equivalent to the question wether the C˚-algebras in the range of the
functor are classified by their Elliott invariant (see Remark 4.3.6).
Using Mackey-Rieffell machinery it is readily seen that the C˚-algebra of the horo-
cycle flow corresponding to a cocompact subgroup of SLp2,Rq is the stabilization of
the crossed product C˚-algebra obtained by considering the action of this cocompact
group on the euclidean plane with the origin removed. Properties of the flow reflect
into properties of the crossed product C˚-algebra we consider, whose structure is
studied; in particular, it follows by comparing the strictly positive elements that the
C˚-algebra associated to the horocycle flow and the one associated to the discrete
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action we just mentioned must be ˚-isomorphic. This suggests that the properties
of the C˚-algebra of the flow can be equivalently obtained by looking at the corre-
sponding discrete dynamical system; in particular the C˚-algebras associated to the
latter dynamical system must be stable. Now, any stable C˚-algebra has weak stable
rank 1, is such that its multiplier algebra is properly infinite and in the σ-unital case
has the property that any strictly positive element for it is properly infinite. Thus
one should be able to recover these properties from the dynamics.
In this direction, we see that the discrete dynamical system is paradoxical; observe
that by the Banach-Tarski paradox a paradoxical action on a compact Hausdorff
space does not allow the existence of a full supported invariant measure, but this
is no more true if the space is locally compact non-compact and the paradoxical
sets have infinite measure. The study of crossed products associated to paradoxical
actions constitutes an active area in the field of C˚-algebras and most of the results
obtained in this direction are aimed to prove pure infiniteness of the transformation
group C˚-algebra from dynamical considerations (see [65], [46] and [3]). Our aim in
the present context would be to weaken the hypothesis that ensure pure infiniteness,
namely the existence of a basis of clopen paradoxical sets ([65]), or strong proximal-
ity of the action ([46]), in order to obtain proper infiniteness for just the strictly
positive elements in the C˚-algebra or for its multiplier algebra. These conditions
would be enough to guarantee stability under some restriction on the stable rank.
We show in Proposition 5.1.3 that the existence of a contractive open set in a locally
compact connected normal Hausdorff space guarantees infiniteness of the multiplier
algebra of the transformation group C˚-algebra. Contractiveness of the action for
discrete subgroups of SLp2,Rq can be retrieved from the presence of hyperbolic el-
ements in the subgroup. In the case of discrete groups containing two hyperbolic
elements with different axes, the action turns out to be paradoxical and by Propo-
sition 5.2.2 this is reflected in the proper infiniteness of the multiplier algebra of the
associated crossed product C˚-algebra. In particular this gives a dynamical inter-
pretation of this property in the case of cocompact discrete subgroups of SLp2,Rq.
Furthermore, if the cocompact subgroup of SLp2,Rq belongs to a certain class, it is
shown, using results from [45], [3] and [46] that the multiplier algebra of the corre-
sponding crossed product C˚-algebra contains a Kirchberg algebra in the UCT class
as a unital C˚-subalgebra.
This version of the present thesis is different from the original one in the follow-
ing points:
The sentence "The author of this thesis could prove the following weaker version"
on page 32 is replaced with the sentence "Fruitful discussions with the colleague and
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friend André Schemaitat lead to the following weaker version";
A reference in the Bibliography has been added, namely [7]. Because of this, the
enumeration of other references has changed.
Chapter 6 begins now with the sentence "This chapter is based on a joint work with
Professor Ludwik Dąbrowski ([7]).";
0.1 Overview of the chapters
Chapter 1 The first Chapter contains notation and preliminaries that will be used in this
thesis.
Chapter 2 In the first section of Chapter 2 we recall a definition of largeness for heredi-
tary C˚-subalgebras of a given C˚-algebra, that first appeared in [63]; we give
equivalent conditions for largeness in terms of Cuntz equivalence in Proposi-
tion 2.1.9 and give a necessary and sufficient condition for largeness to pass
to the stabilization in Proposition 2.1.13. In particular, by Example 2.1.15,
largeness does not pass in general to the stabilization.
In the second section we prove, using Brown’s results from [15], that largeness
passes to the stabilization for singly generated hereditary C˚-subalgebras of
stable σ-unital C˚-algebras and give an expression for the approximants ap-
pearing in the definition of largeness in this case (Proposition 2.2.2).
In the third section we recall some results from [22] and [51] in order to in-
vestigate the relationship between stability, largeness in the stabilization and
infiniteness of the multiplier algebra for a σ-unital C˚-algebra, under some
assumptions on the stable rank.
In the last section, using the stability result of Section 3 and a characterization
of the Pedersen ideal (Proposition 2.4.11), we are able to prove, using com-
parison, a dichotomy between algebraic simplicity and stability for a certain
class of C˚-algebras in Theorem 2.4.12. The counterpart at the level of Hilbert
modules is Theorem 2.4.19.
Chapter 3 This chapter is an introduction to the geodesic and horocycle flow on compact
quotients of SLp2,Rq. In the first section we recall some basic facts about
homogeneous spaces and give the definition of geodesic and horocycle flow on
quotients of SLp2,Rq by discrete subgroups; we also include a proof of the
freeness of the horocycle flow in the cocompact case.
In the second section we introduce hyperbolic Riemann surfaces together with
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their connection to Fuchsian groups.
In the third section we see the geometric interpretation of the geodesic and
horocycle flow in the case the quotient is the unit tangent bundle of a hyper-
bolic Riemann surface and give the statement of the results by Hedlund and
Furstenberg about the minimality and unique ergodicity of the horocycle flow
on compact spaces.
Chapter 4 After a brief digression on the crossed product C˚-algebras associated to
smooth flows on compact manifolds, we see that, as a consequence of free-
ness, minimality (Hedlund’s Theorem) and unique ergodicity (Furstenberg’s
Theorem), the crossed product C˚-algebra associated to the horocycle flow
on a quotient of SLp2,Rq by a discrete cocompact subgroup is simple, stable,
Z-stable and admits a unique trace. Moreover, from the interplay between
the geodesic and the horocycle flow, it follows that this C˚-algebra has almost
stable rank 1 and thus the considerations from the last section of Chapter 2
apply. This is the content of Theorem 4.1.2, Theorem 4.1.4 and Theorem 4.1.5.
In the second section we study functoriality of the crossed product construction
in this situation, defining functors from certain categories of discrete subgroups
of SLp2,Rq to C˚-algebras. In the third section we specialize to the case in
which the domain category is a category of hyperbolic Riemann surfaces.
Chapter 5 This chapter is an attempt to derive stability of the C˚-algebra C0pEq ¸ Γ
associated to a cocompact subgroup Γ of SLp2,Rq, which is the content of
Theorem 4.1.4, from dynamical considerations. In view of Proposition 2.3.5
and Proposition 2.3.11 it would be enough to prove that the multiplier algebra
is infinite, or that a strictly positive element is properly infinite, once we have
information about the stable rank.
In the first section we study paradoxical and contractive actions on locally
compact (normal) Hausdorff spaces and derive the infiniteness conditions just
mentioned in these situations.
In the second section we just observe that the action of any discrete subgroup
of SLp2,Rq containing hyperbolic elements is contractive and if it contains two
hyperbolic elements with different axes, it is paradoxical. In particular this is
true in the cocompact case and so we can apply the results of the previous
section.
In the last section we combine results from [46] (or [3]) and [45] to conclude
that in the case a discrete subgroup of SLp2,Rq is the lift of a Fuchsian group of
the first kind not containing cyclic elements of order 2, the multiplier algebra
of the crossed product C˚-algebra associated to the horocycle flow contains a
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We will denote by R the topological group of real numbers, where the topology is the
one generated by open intervals. We will denote by C the field of complex numbers,
endowed with the topology generated by open balls and by Cˆ the subset C´ t0u.
Every C˚-algebra is assumed to be defined over C. N will denote the set of natural
numbers and Z the group of integers.
If A is a C˚-algebra we will denote by Ã its minimal unitization, by MpAq its mul-
tiplier algebra, by A` its positive cone and by AutpAq the group of ˚-isomorphisms
from A to itself; we will call the elements of AutpAq automorphisms.
If H is a Hilbert space, we will denote by BpHq the C˚-algebra of bounded operators
on it and by UpHq the group of unitaries in BpHq.
If S is a subset of a C˚-algebra A, we denote by S its closure in the C˚-norm of
A. If x is a positive element in a C˚-algebra A, we will denote by herpxq “ xAx
the hereditary C˚-subalgebra generated by x. We will denote by K the C˚-algebra
of compact operators on a separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space H. For ev-
ery n P N, Mn is the simple finite-dimensional C˚-algebra of n ˆ n complex-valued
matrices. For x a positive element in a C˚-algebra A and ε ą 0, we will denote by
px´ εq` the positive element of C˚pxq` Ă A` given by application of the functional
calculus with respect to the function f P C0pp0,8qq defined as
fptq “
#
t´ ε for t ě ε
0 for t ă ε
.
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0 for t ď 1{p2nq
2nt´ 1 for 1{p2nq ď t ă 1{n
1 for 1{n ď t
.
If X is a locally compact space, we will denote by BpXq the σ-algebra of Borel
subsets of X. If X is locally compact and non-compact, we will denote by C0pXq the
C˚-algebra of continuous functions on X vanishing at infinity; if X is compact we
will denote by CpXq the C˚-algebra of continuous functions on X. If X is a locally
compact space and f a continuous function on it, we will denote by supppfq –




1.2 The Cuntz semigroup
Let A be a C˚-algebra and let a, b be positive elements in A. As in [70] Definition
2.1 we say that a is Cuntz subequivalent to b and write a À b if there is a sequence






Furthermore we say that a and b are Cuntz equivalent and write a „ b if a À b and
b À a.
Cuntz comparison passes to hereditary C˚-subalgebras.
Proposition 1.2.1 ([70] Proposition 2.18). Let A be a C˚-algebra and B a hereditary
C˚-subalgebra. If a and b are positive elements in B such that a À b in A, then a À b
in B.
Let A be a C˚-algebra and consider the set pAbKq`{ „; for a positive element
a in AbK we will denote its class by ras.
We can endow pA b Kq`{ „ with the structure of a semigroup in the following
way. Choose a ˚-isomorphism ψ : M2 b K Ñ K and for a, b P pA b Kq` define
ras ` rbs – rpidAbψqpa ‘ bqs. Since every ˚-automorphism of K is implemented by
a unitary in BpHq, this definition does not depend on the choice of ψ and for every
a P pA b Kq` we have ras “ rpidAbψqpa ‘ 0qs, where we used the fact that if two
positive elements in AbK are Cuntz equivalent in MpAbKq, then they are Cuntz
equivalent in AbK by Proposition 1.2.1.
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Definition 1.2.2. Let A be a C˚-algebra. The Cuntz semigroup of A CupAq is the
partially ordered semigroup defined as
CupAq– pAbKq{ „,
where the semigroup structure is the one just defined and the partial order is the one
induced by Cuntz subequivalence.
For every C˚-algebra A, CupAq contains the zero element r0s. If ras and rbs
are such that a À b, then we write ras ď rbs; if ras ď rbs and ras ‰ rbs we write
ras ă rbs. We will say that ras is way below rbs, or that ras is compactly contained in
rbs and write ras ! rbs if for every upward directed sequence trbnsunPN Ă CupAq for
which a supremum supnrbns exists and rbs ď supnrbns, there exists m P N such that
ras ď rbms.
We will list some properties of the Cuntz semigroup of a C˚-algebra.
Theorem 1.2.3 ([22] Theorem 1). Let A be a C˚-algebra. Then CupAq satisfies the
following
- Every nondecreasing sequence in CupAq has a supremum.
- For every ras in CupAq there is a sequence ra1s ! ra2s ! ... with supremum
ras.
- If ras, ra1s, rbs and rb1s are elements in CupAq such that ras ! ra1s and rbs ! rb1s,
then ras ` ra1s ! rbs ` rb1s.
- If rans, rbns are increasing sequences in CupAq, then supnprans ` rbnsq “
supnrans ` supnrbns.
In the next chapter the following two results Theorem 1.2.4 and Proposition 1.2.5
will be used several times. A proof of Theorem 1.2.4 can be found in [70] Theorem
2.30.
Theorem 1.2.4 (Rørdam Lemma). Let A be a C˚-algebra and a, b two positive
elements in A. The following are equivalent
- a À b.
- For every ε ą 0, there is δ ą 0 such that pa´ εq` À pb´ δq`.
- For every ε ą 0, there are x P A and δ ą 0 such that pa ´ εq` “ x˚x and
xx˚ P herppb´ δq`q.
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- For every ε ą 0, there are δ ą 0 and r P A such that pa´ εq` “ rpb´ δq`r˚.
Proposition 1.2.5. Let A be a C˚-algebra and a be a positive element in A b K.
Then the following hold:
(i) ras “ supεą0rpa´ εq`s “ supnrpa´ 1{nq`s,
(ii) for any ε ą 0, rpa´ εq`s ! ras.
Proof. (i) follows directly from the definition of supremum in a partially ordered set
and Rørdam Lemma Theorem 1.2.4.
(ii) is Remark 2.62 of [70]. l
One important class of C˚-algebras is the one for which the Cuntz semigroup
has the following property
Definition 1.2.6 ([70] Definition 6.33). Let pS,`,ďq “ S be a partially ordered
semigroup. Then S is almost unperforated if whenever s and t are elements in S for
which there is an n P N satisfying pn` 1qs ď nt, then it follows s ď t.
One of the most striking signs of the importance of the Cuntz semigroup is the
Toms-Winter conjecture. As is customary we say that a C˚-algebra A is Z-stable if
A b Z » A, where Z is the Jiang-Su algebra (see [41]) and we refer to [78] for the
definition of nuclear dimension.
Conjecture 1.2.7 (Toms-Winter). Let A be a separable, simple, nonelementary
(i.e. not ˚-isomorphic to C, K or MnpCq for some n P N) nuclear C˚-algebra. Then
the following are equivalent
(i) A has finite nuclear dimension,
(ii) A is Z-stable,
(iii) CupAq is almost unperforated.
Partial confirmations of this conjecture have been obtained by many authors. For
example Winter showed in [77] that piq implies piiq and Rørdam showed in [64] that
piiq implies piiiq. Furthermore the conjecture is true for purely infinite C˚-algebras.
There is a natural notion of functional on the Cuntz semigroup of a C˚-algebra
and in the next section we will see how this concept is related to quasitraces on the
C˚-algebra
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Definition 1.2.8 ([70] Definition 6.12). Let A be a C˚-algebra and CupAq its Cuntz
semigroup. A functional on CupAq is a map λ : CupAq Ñ r0,8s that preserves the
order, addition, the zero element and suprema of increasing sequences. Denote by
F pCupAqq the set of functionals on CupAq.
1.3 Traces and functionals
In this section we recall some definitions and results concerning quasitraces on C˚-
algebras and functionals on Cuntz semigroups. All the material of this section is
taken from [70] Chapter 6.
Definition 1.3.1. Let A be a C˚-algebra. A 1-quasitrace on A is a map τ : A` Ñ
r0,8s that is homogeneus, additive on commuting elements and that satisfies the
trace property τpxx˚q “ τpx˚xq for every x P A.
For n ą 1, an n-quasitrace on A is a 1-quasitrace τ : A` Ñ r0,8s that extends to a
1-quasitrace on Mn b A.
A trace on A is a 1-quasitrace that is additive (not only on commuting elements).
If τ is a trace or an n-quasitrace with n ě 1, we will say that τ is lower semicontin-
uous if for every t P R`, the set τ´1pr0, tsq Ă A` is closed.
In [12] it was shown that any 2-quasitrace τ on a C˚-algebra A is an n-quasitrace
for every n ą 1. Moreover the extension of τ to Mn b A is unique and is of the
form τ b trn, where trn denotes the standard trace on Mn. It follows that every
2-quasitrace τ on A extends to a 1-quasitrace on A b K, which we will still denote
by τ .
It is not true that every 1-quasitrace on a C˚-algebra A is a 2-quasitrace; a coun-
terexample with A unital was echibited in [37].
Furthermore, in the case A is exact, every 2-quasitrace on A is a trace by [43].
For a C˚-algebra A we will denote by 2-QT pAq the set of lower semicontinuous
2-quasitraces on A. and by T pAq the set of lower semicontinuous traces on A.
Theorem 1.3.2 ([70] Theorem 6.17). Let A be a C˚-algebra. Then there is a bijec-
tion
κ :
2-QT pAq Ñ F pCupAqq
τ ÞÑ dτ ,
where
dτ prasq “ sup
n
τpfnpaqq
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for a P pAbKq`. Its inverse is
κ´1 :








for a P pAbKq`.
In the case A is a commutative C˚-algebra, every 2-quasitrace is a trace and the
Riesz Theorem gives a way to compute the range of κ.
Definition 1.3.3 ([70] page 42). Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space. An
extended Radon measure on X is a positive Borel measure µ : BpXq Ñ r0,8s that is
inner regular on all Borel sets (i.e. the measure of any Borel set can be approximated
by the measure of its compact subsets) and outer regular on compact sets (i.e. the
measure of any compact set can be approximated by the measure of the open sets
containing it). We denote by M`pXq the set of extended Radon measures on X.
Proposition 1.3.4 ([70] Proposition 6.4). Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff
space. There is a bijection
δ : M`pXq Ñ T pC0pXqq
where δpµq is integration with respect to µ for µ PM`pXq.
For any f P C0pXq and any extended Radon measure µ, the corresponding functional
on CupC0pXqq gives




Let G be a topological group and A a C˚-algebra. An action of G on A is a group
homomorphism α : G Ñ AutpAq such that for every a P A the map g ÞÑ αgpaq is
continuous.
A natural choice of morphisms in the category of C˚-algebras admitting an action
of a fixed topological group G is given by the following
Definition 1.4.1. Let G be a topological group and A, B be C˚-algebras on which G
acts by means of actions α : GÑ AutpAq and β : GÑ AutpBq. A ˚-homomorphism
φ : AÑ B is called equivariant if φ ˝ αg “ βg ˝ φ for every g P G.
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For the construction of the crossed product, we will need to restrict our attention
to locally compact groups. In this case, if α : G Ñ AutpAq is an action of a group
G on a C˚-algebra A, we will refer to the triple pA,G, αq as to a C˚-dynamical system.
First of all we define what will be a dense ˚-subalgebra of the crossed product
C˚-algebra we will define.
Let G be a locally compact group and α : GÑ AutpAq an action on a C˚-algebra
A. Let CcpG,Aq be the set of continuous compactly supported functions from G to






where µ is a fixed left Haar measure on G, x, y are elements in CcpG,Aq and g is an






With these operations CcpG,Aq becomes a ˚-algebra. Define L1pG,Aq to be the





Then for every x and y in L1pG,Aq we have }x ˚ y}1 ď }x}1}y}1 and }x}1 “ }x˚}1,
that is, L1pG,Aq is an involutive Banach algebra.
Definition 1.4.2 ([53] 7.4.8). Let G be a locally compact group. A unitary repre-
sentation of G on a Hilbert space H is a group homomorphism v : G Ñ UpHq that
is continuous for the strong operator topology on UpHq.
If α : G Ñ AutpAq is an action on a C˚-algebra A, a covariant representation
of pA,G, αq on a Hilbert space H is a pair pπ, vq, where π : A Ñ BpHq is a ˚-
representation of A and v : G Ñ UpHq is a unitary representation, satisfying the
covariance condition
vpgqπpaqvpgq˚ “ πpαgpaqq
for all g P G and a P A. pπ, vq is called nondegenerate if π is nondegenerate.
Let pπ, vq be a covariant representation of a C˚-dynamical system pA,G, αq on a











πpxpgqqvpgqξdµpgq for every ξ P H. The map






is continuous in the norm } ¨ }1 and thus extends to a representation of L1pG,Aq,
which we still denote by π ¸ v and call the integrated form of pπ, vq.
Theorem 1.4.3 ([53] Proposition 7.6.4 ). Let α : G Ñ AutpAq be an action of a
locally compact group G on a C˚-algebra A. The integrated form construction defines
a bijection between the nondegenerate covariant representations of pA,G, αq and the
continuous nondegenerate representations of L1pG,Aq.
Definition 1.4.4. Let α : G Ñ A be an action of a locally compact group G on a
C˚-algebra A. The (full) crossed product C˚-algebra A ¸α G is the completion of






where the sup is taken over all the nondegenerate continuous representations of
L1pG,Aq or equivalently over all the integrated forms of nondegenerate covariant
representations of pA,G, αq. Whenever the action is clear we may just write A¸G.
Let again α : G Ñ AutpAq be an action of a locally compact group G on a
C˚-algebra A. Choose a faithful nondegenerate representation π of A on a Hilbert
space H0 and for x P A, g P G define operators in BpH0 b L2pGqq by
pπαpxqξqpgq– αgpxqpξpgqq,
pλphqξqpgq– ξph´1gq
for every ξ P H0 b L2pGq. Then pπα, λq is a nondegenerate covariant representation
of pA,G, αq. By [53] Theorem 7.7.5 for any x P L1pG,Aq, the value }παpxq} does not
depend on the faithful representation π.
Definition 1.4.5. Let α : G Ñ A be an action of a locally compact group G on a
C˚-algebra A. The reduced crossed product C˚-algebra G¸r,α A is the competion of
L1pG,Aq with respect to the norm
}x}r – }πα ¸ λpxq}
Whenever the action is clear we may just write A¸r G.
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By definition there always is a surjective ˚-homomorphism A¸GÑ A¸r G.
It is well known that in particular cases A¸r G and A¸G are ˚-isomorphic.
Suppose we are given a locally compact group G. Fix a left Haar measure µ on G;
for every f P L1pG, µq “ L1pGq and for every g P G denote by gf the function in
L1pGq given by gfphq “ fpg´1hq for every h P G.
Definition 1.4.6. Let G be a locally compact group. G is said to be amenable if for
every ε ą 0 and every compact subset K Ă G there is a φ P L1pGq with }φ}1 “ 1
such that
}gφ´ φ}1 ă ε @g P K.
Note that by the unicity of the Haar measure up to a scaling constant, the
definition of amenability does not depend on the choice of µ. The following is well
known
Theorem 1.4.7 ([2] Theorem 5.3). Let α : G Ñ A be an action of an amenable
locally compact group on a C˚-algebra A. Then
A¸r G » A¸G
and they are both nuclear.
Since we are interested in crossed product C˚-algebras arising from actions of
the group of real numbers, we state the following
Theorem 1.4.8 ([36] Theorem 1.2.1). Every locally compact abelian group is amenable.
We will also be interested in the existence of traces on crossed product C˚-
algebras and in particular in which cases they are unique.
Theorem 1.4.9 ([49] Theorem 6.30). Let G be a simply connected Lie group acting
freely on a connected compact manifold M . Then the set of lower semicontinuous
traces on CpMq ¸r G is in bijection with the transverse measures of the associated
foliation.
1.5 Morita equivalence
Let A be a σ-unital C˚-algebra and p a projection in MpAq. Following [15] Lemma
2.5, there is an element v P MpA b Kq such that v˚v “ 1 b e1,1 and vv˚ “ p b 1.
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Hence if B Ă A is the full corner pAp, the map
B bK Ñ AbK
x ÞÑ v˚xv
is a ˚-isomorphism. The passage from corners to full hereditary C˚-subalgebras
is made by means of the linking algebra. If B Ă A is a full hereditary σ-unital







Since B and A are both full corners of C, we obtain the followin
Theorem 1.5.1 ([15] Theorem 2.8). Let B Ă A be a full hereditary C˚-subalgebra
of a C˚-algebra A. Then
B bK » AbK.
The same procedure applies to the situation in which A and B are two C˚-
algebras that are Morita equivalent (see [17]).
Definition 1.5.2. [[57] Definition 2.8] Let A be a C˚-algebra. A right Hilbert module
over A is a complex Banach space E endowed with the structure of a right (algebraic)
A-module and with an A-valued map
x¨, ¨yA : E ˆ E Ñ A
that is linear in the second variable and such that
xξ, ηy˚A “ xη, ξyA,
xξ, ηyAa “ xξ, η ¨ ayA,
}ξ}2 “ }xξ, ξyA}
for every ξ, η P E and a P A. The map x¨, ¨yA is called an A-valued inner product.
In a similar way one defines a left Hilbert module over A and we denote the corre-
sponding A-valued inner product with Ax¨, ¨y in this case .
A right (left) Hilbert module over A is said to be full if the span of the range of the
right (left) A-valued inner product is dense in A.
By a Hilbert module over A we will always mean a right Hilbert module over A.
Note that if B Ă A is a full corner such that B “ pAp, p P MpAq, then pA is a
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Hilbert module over A under the action ξ ¨a “ ξa and the inner product xξ, ηyA “ ξ˚η
for ξ, η P pA and a P A. This is the prototype example of an imprimitivity bimodule.
Definition 1.5.3 ([57] Definition 3.1). Let A and B be C˚-algebras. An A ´ B
imprimitivity bimodule X is a complex Banach space with the structure of a right
Hilbert module over B and a left Hilbert module over A, that is full with respect to
both inner products and such that
Axξ, ηy ¨ ζ “ ξ ¨ xη, ζyB
for all ξ, η and ζ P X.
Two C˚-algebras A and B are said to be Morita equivalent (A »M.e. B) if there
exists an A´B imprimitivity bimodule.
Let A,B and C be C˚-algebras. As one would expect Morita equivalence is an
equivalence relation ([57] Proposition 3.18):
- A is an A´ A imprimitivity bimodule with the inner products defined as
Axa, by “ ab
˚, xa, byA “ a
˚b
for a, b P A;
- If X is an A ´ B imprimitivity bimodule and Y is a B ´ C imprimitivty
bimodule, then one can define an A´C imprimitivity bimodule X bB Y (see
[57] Proposition 3.16);
- If X is an A ´ B imprimitivity bimodule, then one can construct a B ´ A
imprimitivity bimodule X˚ “ tξ˚, : ξ P Xu with
Bxξ
˚, η˚y– xξ, ηyB
for all ξ˚, η˚ P X˚.
Hence if two C˚-algebras A and B are both full corners of another C˚-algebra
C, they are Morita equivalent (and also stably isomorphic by Brown’s Theorem).
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a1a2 `A xξ1, η2y a1ξ2 ` ξ1b2
η˚1a2 ` b1η
˚
2 xη1, ξ2yB ` b1b2
˙











By [17] Theorem 1, LpXq can be completed to a C˚-algebra and A and B are full
corners of LpXq in the case they are both σ-unital. Hence for σ-unital C˚-algebras
we have the following
AbK » B bKô A and B are full corners in a C˚-algebra C ô A »M.e B.
A particular situation that will be important for us comes from actions of locally
compact groups. Let G be a locally compact group and H, K two closed subgroups.
Denote respectively by lt : K Ñ AutpC0pG{Hqq the action induced by the left
multiplication for elements of K and by rt : H Ñ AutpC0pKzGqq the action induced
by right multiplication for elements of H. The proof of the following can be found
in [75] Corollary 4.10.
Proposition 1.5.4 (Green’s Symmetric Imprimitivity Theorem). Let G be a locally
compact group and H, K two closed subgroups. Then
C0pG{Hq ¸lt K »M.e. C0pKzGq ¸rt H.
Denote by ∆H and ∆K the modular functions of H and K respectively. Let A “
C0pG{Hq ¸lt K and B “ C0pKzGq ¸rt H. The linear space CcpGq can be completed
to an A-B-imprimitivity bimodule. The actions and inner products are given by
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for all x P CcpK,C0pG{Hqq, y P CcpH,C0pKzGqq and ξ, η P CcpGq.
Chapter 2
Cuntz comparison and hereditary
C˚-subalgebras
The Cuntz semigroup of a C˚-algebra can be equivalently defined in terms of equiv-
alence classes of positive elements in its stabilization (see Section 1.1) or in terms
of equivalence classes of countably generated Hilbert modules over it (see [22]). Al-
ternatively, as pointed out in [22] on page 2, one could consider singly generated
hereditary C˚-subalgebras in the stabilization.
With this in mind, we observe that the right analogue of a properly infinite full ele-
ment (see Definition 2.1.1) in the stabilization of a C˚-algebra is a hereditary large
C˚-subalgebra (see Definition 2.1.4 and Proposition 2.2.3).
The notion of largeness for hereditary C˚-subalgebras was introduced by Rørdam
in [63] Definition 2.4. Using this concept he proved that the positive cone and the
scale of the K0-group of a stable C˚-algebra coincide (see the discussion after Def-
inition 2.4 and at the beginning of Section 3 in [63]), the point being that a stable
C˚-algebra is large in its stabilization.
In the first section we study largeness for hereditary C˚-subalgebras of general C˚-
algebras, giving a characterization in terms of Cuntz equivalence in Proposition 2.1.9
and we observe that largeness does not pass to the stabilization with an example
(see Proposition 2.1.13 and Example 2.1.15)
In the second section we focus on the case of hereditary singly generated C˚-
subalgebras of stable σ-unital C˚-algebras. In this case largeness passes to the
stabilization and we find, using Brown’s result, an expression for the approximants
appearing in the definition of largeness in terms of elements of the starting large
subalgebra in Proposition 2.2.2.
In the third section we investigate the connection between largeness in stable C˚-
algebras and stability in the σ-unital case under assumptions on the stable rank (see
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Proposition 2.3.10 and Proposition 2.3.11). In view of this we will be able to give a
partial answer to a question by Kirchberg and Rørdam (Question 2.3.1) in Corollary
2.3.12.
In the last section of this chapter, we try to retrieve information about the hered-
itary C˚-subalgebras of the stabilization of a C˚-algebra that are not large, for a
particular class of C˚-algebras.
We see that under some extra assumptions on a C˚-algebra A which include the
presence of a unique lower semicontinuous 2-quasitrace, we can prove in Theorem
2.4.12 that any singly generated hereditary C˚-subalgebra of A b K is either alge-
braically simple or stable.
The counterpart of this result at the level of Hilbert modules is Theorem 2.4.19;
namely, every countably generated Hilbert module over A bK is either isomorphic
to AbK (as Hilbert modules over AbK) or is compactly contained in it (see Defi-
nition 2.3.6).
We also obtain a description of the Pedersen ideal of such C˚-algebras in terms of
the unique lower semicontinuous 2-quasitrace in Proposition 2.4.11.
2.1 Largeness for hereditary C˚-subalgebras
In this section we recall a concept of largeness for hereditary C˚-subalgebras that
was introduced in [63] in order to prove that for a stable C˚-algebra A its scale
D0pAq is equal to the positive part of K0pAq. We will see a characterization in terms
of Cuntz equivalence (Proposition 2.1.9) and recall a property of large hereditary
C˚-subalgebras in Proposition 2.1.11. By Proposition 2.1.13, in the σ-unital case,
the condition that a hereditary C˚-subalgebra B of a C˚-algebra A is large in AbK
is equivalent to the condition that every strictly positive element in B is properly
infinite. In particular largeness does not pass in general to the stabilization by Ex-
ample 2.1.15.
We recall two concepts that will be important in the following sections
Definition 2.1.1 ([44] Definition 3.2). A positive element a in a C˚-algebra A is
called properly infinite if a‘ a À a.
Lemma 2.1.2 (Proposition 3.5 of [44]). Let a be a properly infinite element in a
C˚-algebra A. Then ab 1n À a for every n P N.
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Proof. If ab 1n À a for some n P N, then
ab 1n`1 “ a‘ pab 1nq À a‘ a À a.
Hence the conclusion follows by induction. l
The following is contained in [44] and gives a link between two different concept
of infiniteness; we will see in the following sections that under some assumptions
these two concepts coincide. We recall that a unital C˚-algebra A is said to be
properly infinite if 1 P A is a properly infinite element (see [44] 3).
Lemma 2.1.3 ([44] Proposition 3.3). Let A be a C˚-algebra whose multiplier algebra
MpAq is properly infinite and let h be a strictly positive element in A. Then h is
properly infinite.
Proof. Note that for every z P A we have zz˚ „ zz˚zz˚ À z˚z and z˚z „ z˚zz˚z À
zz˚, thus zz˚ „ z˚z. Let s1 and s2 be isometries in MpAq with orthogonal ranges









































The other fundamental concept of this chapter is the following
Definition 2.1.4 ([63] Definition 2.4). Let A be a C˚-algebra and B a hereditary
C˚-subalgebra of A. B is large in A if for every positive element a P A and every
ε ą 0 there exists x P A such that }a´ xx˚} ă ε and x˚x belongs to B.
The following result makes clear why in the two examples of hereditary large
C˚-subalgebra that we will give, the fullness assumption will be necessary. It is
stated without proof in the discussion following Definition 2.4 of [63].
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Lemma 2.1.5. Let B be a hereditary large C˚-subalgebra of a C˚-algebra A. Then
B is full in A.
Proof. Let a be a positive element in A and ε ą 0. Take ε1 ą 0 such that ε1p2}a1{2}`
ε1q ă ε and x P A such that }xx˚ ´ a1{2} ă ε1. Then, since }xx˚} ă }a1{2} ` ε1, we
have
}xpx˚xqx˚ ´ a} “ }xx˚pxx˚ ´ a1{2q ` pxx˚ ´ a1{2qa1{2}
ď }xx˚}}xx˚ ´ a1{2} ` }xx˚ ´ a1{2}}a1{2}
ď p}a1{2} ` ε1qε1 ` }a1{2}ε1 ă ε.
The result follows since every element in A is a linear combination of positive ele-
ments. l
Two examples of large subalgebras are the following:
Example 2.1.6. [[63] Lemma 2.5] Any full, hereditary C˚-subalgebra of a purely
infinite C˚-algebra;
Example 2.1.7. [[63] Lemma 2.6] Any full, stable, hereditary C˚-subalgebra of a
C˚-algebra.
Note that in both cases, if we assume σ-unitality, any strictly positive element
in the large subalgebras would be properly infinite:
- If A is a purely infinite C˚-algebra, then any positive element in A is properly
infinite by [44] Theorem 4.16; hence this is true in particular for any strictly
positive element in any full hereditary C˚-subalgebra.
- If B is a stable C˚-algebra, then its multiplier algebra is properly infinite, since
it contains the C˚-algebra of bounded operators on an infinite dimensional
Hilbert space as a unital C˚-subalgebra; hence any strictly positive element in
B is properly infinite in virtue of Lemma 2.1.3.
These two examples suggest a link between the property of a hereditary full C˚-
subalgebra of a C˚-algebra A to be large and the property that any strictly positive
element in B be properly infinite. The proper infiniteness of an element is a property
that depends only on the C˚-algebra B and not on the possibly larger C˚-algebra A.
Hence the two properties are not likely to be equivalent in general. We will see in
Corollary 2.1.14 that the existence of a properly infinite full element in B is enough
to guarantee largeness.
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In the following we will often need to specify when the hereditary C˚-algebras
we consider are σ-unital. By the following Lemma, this is the case exactly when B
is singly generated.
Lemma 2.1.8. Let B be a hereditary σ-unital C˚-subalgebra of a C˚-algebra A and
let h be a strictly positive element for B. Then B is the hereditary C˚-subalgebra of
A generated by h and h is full in A if and only if B is full in A.
Moreover, if B is a singly generated hereditary C˚-subalgera of A, then it is σ-unital.
Proof. From the sequence of inclusions
B “ BAB “ hBhAhBh Ă hAh Ă BAB “ B
we see that B “ herphq.
Suppose now that B is full in A. Let a be an element in A and ε ą 0; there are
elements ai, ci in A and bi in B, i “ 1, ..., n such that }a ´
řn
i“1 aibici} ă ε{2. For

































Thus h is full in A. Clearly if h is full in A then B is full in A.
Suppose that B is the hereditary C˚-subalgebra of A generated by h. Using an
approximate unit for A we see that h2 belongs to B and since B is a C˚-algebra,
also h belongs to B. Furthermore, h1{n is an approximate unit for B. l
Now we pass to the characterization of largeness in terms of Cuntz equivalence.
Proposition 2.1.9. Let B be a hereditary C˚-subalgebra of a C˚-algebra A. The
following conditions are equivalent:
(i) B is large in A.
(ii) For every positive a in A and any ε ą 0 there is an element aε P B such that
pa´ εq` „ aε.
(iii) pA`q„ “ tras “ supnrans : an P B`u.
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If B is σ-unital and h is a strictly positive element for B, the above conditions are
equivalent to.
(iv) a À h for every positive a in A.
Proof. (i)ñ(ii): Let a be a positive element in A and take ε ą 0. Since B is large
in A, there exists x P A such that }a´ x˚x} ď ε and xx˚ belongs to B; hence there
is an r P A such that
pa´ εq` “ r
˚x˚xr „ xrr˚x˚ ď }r}2xx˚ P B.
Since B is hereditary the element xrr˚x˚ belongs to B and (ii) follows.
(ii)ñ(iii): Suppose that (ii) hols and let a be a positive element in A. Since we can
write ras “ supnrpa ´ 1{nq`s and for each n P N there is a positive element a1{n in
B such that pa´ 1{nq` „ a1{n, it follows that ras “ supnra1{ns.
(iii)ñ(i): Let a be a positive element in A; by assumption we can write ras “
supnrans with an P B` for every n P N. Let ε ą 0; choose n large enough in order
to have 1{n ă ε and ε1 ą 0 small enough in order to have 1{n ` ε1 “ ε. Since
rpa ´ 1{nq`s ! ras, we see that, by definition of compact containment, there is an
m P N such that pa´ 1{nq` À am; in particular there is an element x P A such that
}pa´ 1{nq` ´ xamx
˚} ă ε1 and so we can find s P A such that ppa´ 1{nq` ´ ε1q` “
pa ´ p1{n ` ε1qq` “ pa ´ εq` “ psrqampsrq
˚. The element x – psrqa1{2m is such that
}a´ xx˚} ă ε and x˚x “ a1{2m psrq˚psrqa1{2m ď }sr}2am belongs to B.
(ii)ñ(iv): Since B is the hereditary C˚-algebra generated by h (see Lemma 2.1.8),
it follows that any element in B is Cuntz subequivalent to h. Thus, given a positive
in A, since pa´εq` À h for any ε ą 0, it follows by Rørdam Lemma 1.2.4 that a À h.
(iv)ñ(i): Let a be a positive element in A and let ε ą 0 be given. Since a À h, there
is an element r P A such that }a ´ rhr˚} ă ε; put x “ h1{2r˚. Then }a ´ x˚x} ă ε
and xx˚ “ h1{2r˚rh1{2 belongs to B. l
Corollary 2.1.10. Let A be a stable C˚-algebra and B a hereditary large C˚-
subalgebra. Then for every positive element a in A, there exist a sequence of positive




Proof. Using [70] Corollary 2.56 we see that if B is large in A, for every n P N there
exist a unitary un in Ã and an element bn in B such that unpa´1{nq`u˚n “ bn. Thus
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a “ limnpa´ 1{nq` “ limn u
˚
nbnun. l
The following property of hereditary large C˚-subalgebras was shown by Rørdam
in [63] in the discussion after Definition 2.4 and at the beginning of chapter 3.




“ trps0 : p P Bu.
Proof. We reproduce the proof given by Rørdam. Let p P AbK be a projection and
let x P A bK be such that }x˚x ´ p} ă 1{2 and xx˚ P B. Then there is z P A bK
such that z˚x˚xz “ p and xzz˚x˚ P B; thus every projection in AbK is Murray-von
Neumann equivalent to a projection in B. l
We will see now that for a hereditary C˚-subalgebra, the property of admitting
properly infinite strictly positive elements is at least as strong as the property of
being large. Before we state the following
Lemma 2.1.12. Let B be a full hereditary C˚-subalgebra of a C˚-algebra A and p
a rank-one projection in K. Then B b p is full in AbK.
Proof. Let a be an element in A b K and let ε ą 0. There are k, n P N and
a1, ..., ak P A, x1, ..., xk PMn such that }a´
řk
i“1 aibxi} ă ε{2. For every 1 ď i ď k
there are mi P N, si P N and yli , zli in Mn, li “ 1, ...,mi, cji , dji in A, bji in
B, ji “ 1, ..., si such that xi “
řmi
i“1 ylipzli and }ai ´
řsi







































ă ε{2` ε{2 “ ε.
The Lemma is proved. l
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A characterization of proper infiniteness for strictly positive elements in full
hereditary C˚-subalgebras is given by the following
Proposition 2.1.13. Let B be a full hereditary σ-unital C˚-subalgebra of a C˚-
algebra A and let p be a rank-one projection in K. Then B b p is a full hereditary
C˚-subalgebra of AbK and the following are equivalent:
(i) B b p is a hereditary large C˚-subalgebra of AbK.
(ii) Every strictly positive element in B is properly infinite.
Proof. If B is hereditary in A, then B b p is hereditary in A b K since B b p “
pB b pqAbKpB b pq. By Lemma 2.1.12 B b p is full in AbK. Let h be a strictly
positive element in B.
(i)ñ(ii): By (i)ñ(iv) in Proposition 2.1.9 h‘ h À h.
(ii)ñ(i): From Lemma 2.1.8 we see that hpbpq is full in A b K and so if a is




i } ă ε. Using the polarization identity, we can find elements x1, ..., xk











pa´ εq` À hb 1k À h,
where we have used Lemma 2.1.2. It follows by Rørdam Lemma that a À h and
then by (iii)ñ(i) of Proposition 2.1.9 that B b p is large in AbK. l
Corollary 2.1.14. Let B be a full hereditary σ-unital C˚-subalgebra of a C˚-algebra
A and h a strictly positive element in B. If h is properly infinite, then B is large in
A.
Proof. By Proposition 2.1.13 B b p is large in A b K and so in particular (using
(i)ñ(iii) of Proposition 2.1.9) for every positive element a in A we have a ÀpAbKq h.
Now the result follows since A b p is a hereditary C˚-subalgebra of A b K and so
Cuntz equivalence is implemented in Apbpq by Proposition 1.2.1. l
Note that in both examples 2.1.6 and 2.1.7 any strictly positive element in the
large hereditary C˚-subalgebra is properly infinite and by Corollary 2.1.14 the con-
dition that a strictly positive element of a full hereditary C˚-subalgera is properly
infinite is enough to guarantee largeness. It is natural to ask wether there are σ-unital
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hereditary large C˚-subalgebras not admitting properly infinite strictly positive el-
ements. As one might guess, any unital infinite C˚-algebra that is not properly
infinite contains such large hereditary C˚-subalgebras, as we see in the following
Example. In particular, in virtue of Proposition 2.1.13, largeness does not pass in
general to the stabilization.
Example 2.1.15. Let A be a unital infinite C˚-algebra that is not properly infinite,
then there is an element s P A and a projection p P A such that 1 ‰ p “ s˚s and
ss˚ “ 1. Then the hereditary C˚-subalgebra pAp of A is large since 1 „ p (see
Proposition 2.1.9) and 1, thus p, is not properly infinite.
Note that the class of infinite unital C˚-algebras that are not properly infinite is not
empty, since the Toeplitz algebra T belongs to this class. To see this, observe that
it is infinite since it is the universal unital C˚-algebra generated by an isometry.
Furthermore, if π : T Ñ CpS1q is the quotient map and if p and q are orthogonal
projections in T such that p „ q, then we should have πppq “ πpqq “ πp1q “ 1 since
they are Murray-von Neumann equivalent and πppq K πpqq, entailing πppq “ πpqq “
0, a contradiction.
2.2 Largeness in stable C˚-algebras
If A is a σ-unital stable C˚-algebra and B is a σ-unital hereditary C˚-subalgebra,
using Cuntz equivalence it is easy to show that B is large in A (in the sense of [63]
Definition 2.4) if and only if any strictly positive element for B is properly infinite.
In what follows we want to give another proof of this result using Brown’s Lemma
2.4 of [15]. The main ingredient for this is Proposition 2.2.2, where, for a hereditary
σ-unital large C˚-subalgebra B of a stable σ-unital C˚-algebra A, we give a concrete
expression for the approximants appearing in the definition of largeness of a positive
element in AbK by means of unitaries in the multiplier algebra MpAbKq.
Lemma 2.2.1. Let A and B be C˚-algebras and φ : A Ñ B a surjective ˚-
homomorphism. Suppose C is a full hereditary large C˚-subalgebra of A. Then
φpCq is a full hereditary large C˚-subalgebra of B.
Proof. Since CAC “ C, then φpCqBφpCq “ φpCqφpAqφpCq “ φpAq “ B and φpCq
is hereditary in B.
Let b be a positive element in B and ε ą 0. Since φ is surjective, there is a positive
element a in A such that b “ φpaq. There exists x P A such that }a ´ xx˚} ă ε
and x˚x belongs to C. Thus φpxq is such that }b ´ φpxqφpx˚q} ă ε and φpx˚qφpxq
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belongs to φpCq. The proof is complete. l
Proposition 2.2.2. Let B be a hereditary large σ-unital C˚-subalgebra of a stable
σ-unital C˚-algebra A and let p be a rank-one projection in K. Then there is a
unitary v P MpA b Kq such that for every a P pA b Kq` and ε ą 0 we can find an
element x P A Ă AbK with
}a´ pvxqpvxq˚} ă ε, pvxq˚pvxq “ x˚x P B.
In particular, B b p is large in AbK.
Proof. Let q – 1b p in MpAbKq. By Lemma 2.1.13 Ab pbK is a full corner in
A bK bK and by Lemma 2.4 of [15] (see Chapter 1) we can exhibit an element u
in MpAbKbKq such that
uu˚ “ 1, u˚u “ q b 1.
The map
ψ :
Ab pbK Ñ AbKbK
a ÞÑ uau˚
is a ˚-isomorphism.
Let φ : A Ñ A b K be a ˚-isomorphism and let ι1,3 : A b K Ñ A b p b K be the
˚-isomorphism defined on elementary tensors by ι1,3pab kq “ ab pb k for elements
a in A and k in K. Define φ1,3 – ι1,3 ˝ φ; this is a ˚-isomorphism since both φ and
ι1,3 are.
Since B is a hereditary large C˚-subalgebra of A and φ1,3 is a ˚-isomorphism, it
follows from Lemma 2.2.1 that φ1,3pBq is a hereditary large C˚-subalgebra of A b
pbK.
Let now a be a positive element in A b K b K and ε ą 0. There exist a positive
element a1 in A b p b K such that a “ ua1u˚ and an element x in A b p b K such
that
}a1 ´ xx˚} ă ε and x˚x P φ1,3pBq.
Hence
}a´ uxx˚u˚} “ }ua1u˚ ´ uxx˚u˚} ă ε
and
x˚u˚ux “ x˚pq b 1qx “ x˚x P φ1,3pBq.
Thus φ1,3pBq is a hereditary large C˚-subalgebra of Ab pbK.
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Define the ˚-isomorphism η : A b K b K Ñ A b K given on elementary tensors by
ηpz b kb hq “ φ´11,3pz b pb hq b k for z in A and k, h in K. Applying again Lemma
2.2.1 we obtain that ηpφ1,3pBqq “ Bbp is a hereditary large C˚-subalgebra of AbK.
Let now a be a positive element in AbK. From the above there exist c P pAbKbKq`
and d P pAb pbKq` such that a “ ηpcq and
}c´ pudqpudq˚} ă ε, pudq˚pudq P φ1,3pBq.
Let η̄ : MpAbKbKq ÑMpAbKq be the ˚-isomorphism obtained by extension of
the ˚-isomorphism η and set
y – ηpdq P Ab p, v – η̄puq.
Then we have
}a´ pvyqpvyq˚} ă ε, pvyq˚pvyq P B b p. l
Note that any two strictly positive elements in a C˚-algebra are Cuntz equivalent.
Proposition 2.2.3. Let B be a full hereditary σ-unital C˚-subalgebra of a stable
σ-unital C˚-algebra A. The following are equivalent:
(i) B is large in A.
(ii) Every strictly positive element in B is properly infinite.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 2.1.13, Corollary 2.1.14 and Proposition 2.2.2 that
(i)ô(ii). l
2.3 On a question by Kirchberg and Rørdam
In this section we recall the definition of weak and almost stable rank 1 (Definition
2.3.2). We obtain in Proposition 2.3.5, as a consequence of Lemma 3.2 of [62], an
equivalent characterization of stability for σ-unital C˚-algebras with weak stable
rank 1 in terms of infiniteness of the mutiplier algebra. Furthermore, using results
from [22] and [51], we see in Proposition 2.3.11 that in the case the stabilization of
A has almost stable rank 1, stability is also equivalent to largeness of A in A b K.
This gives a partial answer to a question reaised by Kirchberg and Rørdam in [44].
In [44] the authors asked the following
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Question 2.3.1 ([44] Question 3.4). Let A be a C˚-algebra and a P A` a properly
infinite element. Is Mpherpaqq properly infinite?
To answer this question in a very specific situation we will use the character-
ization of Cuntz equivalence given by Cowards, Elliott and Ivanescu in terms of
countably generated Hilbert modules that appears in [22] in the particular case the
C˚-algebra aAa has "low dimension" in the following sense:
Definition 2.3.2 ([70] Definition 2.50, [59] Definition 3.1). Let A be a C˚-algebra.
We say that A has weak stable rank 1 if every element in A can be approximated by
invertible elements in its minimal unitization A Ă GLpÃq.
A has almost stable rank 1 if every hereditary C˚-subalgebra of A has weak stable
rank 1.
Remark 2.3.3. Recall that a C˚-algebra has stable rank 1 if Ã Ă GLpÃq. In partic-
ular for separable C˚-algebras we have
sr 1 ñ asr 1 ñ wsr 1.
Moreover every element in a dense subset of a stable C˚-algebra can be written as
the product of two nihilpotent elements and so every stable C˚-algebra has weak
stable rank 1. Since infinite simple unital C˚-algebras do not have stable rank 1 and
having stable rank 1 is a stable property, it is easy to see that
wsr 1 œ sr 1.
The difference between stable rank 1 and almost stable rank 1 is more subtle and
has been explored in [71] Example 6.6, where it is shown that having almost stable
rank 1 is not a stable property; hence
asr œ sr 1.
We already observed in Lemma 2.1.3 that if A is a σ-unital C˚-algebra whose
multiplier algebra is properly infinite, then any strictly positive element in A is prop-
erly infinite. To get the other implication, we need to see how these two conditions
are related to stability. The following Proposition was proved by Rørdam in [62]
Lemma 3.2 under the assumption of stable rank 1, but the same proof applies ad
litteram if we just assume weak stable rank 1. We write the proof for completeness.
Proposition 2.3.4. Let A be a σ-unital C˚-algebra with weak stable rank 1 and
suppose that MpAq is properly infinite. Then A is stable. The same is true if A is
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simple and MpAq is infinite.
Proof. We will see that for any a P A` and any ε ą 0 there exist elements b, c P A`
and z P A with zz˚ “ b, z˚z “ c, bc “ 0 and }a ´ b} ď ε. This will imply that
condition piiiq in Theorem 3.1 of [62] is satisfied.
So let a P A`, ε ą 0 and suppose MpAq is properly infinite. Pick u, v P MpAq
such that u˚u “ v˚v “ 1 and vv˚ K uu˚. Let b – uau˚, c – vav˚ and x – ua1{2,
y – ua1{2v˚ so that
xx˚ “ yy˚ “ b, x˚x “ a, y˚y “ c.
Since A has weak stable rank 1, we can find invertible elements xn in Ã such that
xn Ñ x. Write xn “ un|xn| for the polar decomposition of xn and note that un
belongs to Ã. We have
un|xn|
2u˚n Ñ b, |xn|
2
Ñ a
and so bn – u˚nbun Ñ a. Set cn – u˚ncun and zn – u˚nyun. Then for every n we have
bncn “ 0, znz
˚
n “ bn, z
˚
nzn “ cn
and for n large enough
}bn ´ a} ă ε.
For the case in which A is simple and MpAq is infinite,the result follows from
Lemma 3.3 of [62] by applying the same procedure as above. l
In [63] Proposition 3.5 it is proved that for a σ-unital C˚-algbra with stable
rank 1, the property of being stable is equivalent to the property that its multiplier
algebra is properly infinite. The point now is that while there are stable C˚-algebras
not having stable rank 1, every stable C˚-algebra has weak stable rank 1. So we are
lead to the following
Proposition 2.3.5. Let A be a σ-unital C˚-algebra. The following are equivalent
(i) A is stable,
(ii) A has weak stable rank 1 and MpAq is properly infinite.
If A is simple, they are equivalent to
(iii) A has weak stable rank 1 and MpAq is infinite.
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Proof. piq ñ piiq: If A is stable, it has weak stable rank 1 by [70] Lemma 2.51 and
MpAq is properly infinite.
piiq ñ piq and piiiq ñ piq are consequences of Proposition 2.3.4.l
Now we need to spend some words about the equivalent characterizations of
Cuntz equivalence that we mentioned at the beginning of this section.
Let A be a σ-unital C˚-algebra. Every countably generated (right) Hilbert mod-
ule for its stabilization AbK is in fact singly generated and is isomorphic to the right
ideal generated by a positive element in AbK. The definition of Cuntz equivalence
for Hilbert modules is a translation of Rørdam Lemma in this context.
In what follows, if X is a Hilbert module over a C˚-algebra A, we denote by KpXq
the C˚-algebra of compact operators over X (see [57] Definition 2.24).
Definition 2.3.6 ([22], 1). Let X Ă Y be an inclusion of Hilbert modules (over a
C˚-algebra A). We say that X is compactly contained in Y and write X Ť Y if
there is a selfadjoint element x P KpY q, that is the identity on X, x|X “ id |X .
We say that X is Cuntz subequivalent to Y and write X À Y if every compactly
contained Hilbert submodule of X is isomorphic to a submodule of Y .
Two Hilbert modules X and Y are Cuntz equivalent, X „ Y , if X À Y and Y À X.
In [22] the authors proved that when passing to Cuntz equivalence classes, Cuntz
subequivalence induces a partial order that is compatible with direct sum of Hilbert
modules, making the set of equivalence classes a partially ordered semigroup. Fur-
thermore in [22] Appendix 6 it is proved that this semigroup coincides with the
Cuntz semigroup CupAq and the correspondence sends the Cuntz equivalence class
of a positive element in A b K to the Cuntz equivalence class of the right ideal
generated by this element in AbK.
What will be important for us is that in this picture, in the case of two hereditary
C˚-subalgebras of A b K of the form xpAbKqx and ypAbKqy for some x and y
positive elements in AbK, Cuntz equivalence for x and y is the same as isomorphism
of the modules xpAbKq and ypAbKq, in the case AbK has almost stable rank 1.
In what follows, if A is a C˚-algebra and x is a positive element in A b K, we will
write Ex for the right ideal generated by x in A b K, considered as a right Hilbert
module over AbK. The next result was originally proved in Theorem 3 of [22] for
C˚-algebras with stable rank 1, but, as already noticed by Robert in [59], the same
proof applies to the case in which AbK has almost stable rank 1.
Theorem 2.3.7. Let A be a C˚-algebra and x, y two positive elements in A b K.
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Suppose that A b K has almost stable rank 1 and that the Hilbert modules Ex and
Ey are Cuntz equivalent. Then Ex » Ey as Hilbert modules.
Furthermore Ex À Ey if and only if Ex is isomorphic to a sub-Hilbert module of Ey.
Sketch of the proof. Every Hilbert module in the equivalent description of CupAq
can be written as an increasing sequence of compactly contained submodules. Let
X – xpAbKq and Y – ypAbKq. The hypothesis that they are Cuntz equivalent
implies that we can find sequences
X1 Ť X2 Ť ... Ă X
Y1 Ť Y2 Ť ... Ă Y
φ1 φ2
ψ1
where the arrows φn, ψn are isomorphisms on their ranges. The idea of the proof is
the following:
Choose finite subsets Fn of Xn Ă X such that Fn Y pψn ˝ φnqFn Ă Fn`1 and
Ť
n Fn
is dense in X. In the same way define subsets Gn of Y with the extra assumption
that φ1pF1q Ă G1.
Using [47] Proposition 1.3 approximate ψn ˝ φn P BpXn, ψn ˝ φnpXnqq within Fn by
an element ηn in KpXn, ψn ˝ φnpXnqq of norm one and extend this to an element
xn P KpXn`1q (the existence of such extension can be proved using an approximate
identity for KpXnq). In the same way define elements yn P KpY q from φn`1 ˝ ψn P
BpYn, φn`1 ˝ ψnpYnqq.
Since both KpXn`1q and KpYn`1q have weak stable rank 1, we can choose invertible
elements x̃n P KpXn`1q„ and ỹn P KpYn`1q„ that are arbitrarily close to xn and yn
respectively.
Since x̃n approximately preserves the inner product on Fn (this is exactly preserved
by ψn ˝ φn), it follows that |xn| is close on Fn to the identity and hence xn is close
to its unitary part un on Fn and since xn is invertible, un belongs to KpXn`1q„. In
the same way one finds unitaries vn in KpYn`1q„ such that yn is close to vn on Gn.
So, up to tolerances εn and δn one has
ψn ˝ φn „εn un on Fn, φn`1 ˝ ψn „δn vn on Gn.
Modifying the above maps up to inner automorphisms, we can write
ψ̃n ˝ φ̃n „εn id on Fn, φ̃n`1 ˝ ψ̃n „δn id on Gn.
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Hence, choosing the tolerances small enough (see [29]), we can suppose
φ̃n`1 ˝ ψ̃n ˝ φ̃n „2´n φ̃n on Fn, ψ̃n`1 ˝ φ̃n`1ψ̃n „2´pn`1q ψ̃n on Gn
and
φ̃n`1 ˝ ψ̃n ˝ φ̃n „2´p2n´1q φ̃n`1 on Fn, ψ̃n`1 ˝ φ̃n`1 ˝ ψ̃n „2´2n ψ̃n on Gn.
Thus
φ̃n`1 „2´2n`2 φ̃n on Fn, ψ̃n`1 „2´2n`1 ψ̃n on Gn.
Now, using a variation of Theorem 2.2 of [28] and Theorem 3 of [29], the result
follows.
Similarly, if Ex À Ey, one can use a one-sided approximate intertwining argument
to see that Ex is isomorphic to a sub-Hilbert module of Ey. l
The following two Propositions are contained in Proposition 4.3 and Proposition
4.6 of [51] and are an application of Theorem 2.3.7.
Proposition 2.3.8. Let A be a C˚-algebra and x, y positive elements in AbK and
suppose that AbK has almost stable rank 1. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) x „ y,
(ii) there exists z P AbK such that herpxq “ herpz˚zq and herpyq “ herpzz˚q,




(iv) Ex » Ey.
Proof. (i)ô(iv): As already observed, by [22] Theorem 3, in this case x „ y if and
only if Ex » Ey.
(iv)ô(ii): This is contained in Proposition 4.3 of [51].
(ii)ñ(iii): Suppose there is an element z P A b K such that herpxq “ herpz˚zq and
herpyq “ herpzz˚q. Consider the polar decomposition z “ u|z| with u P pA b Kq˚˚.
Then the map a ÞÑ uau˚ from herpxq to herpyq defines a ˚-isomorphism by Lemma
2.37 of [70].
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(iii)ñ(ii): If the unitary u P pAbKq˚˚ appearing in the polar decomposition of z “
u|z| implements a ˚-isomorphism a ÞÑ uau˚ from herpxq to herpyq, then in particular
uxu˚ is a strictly positive element for herpyq and so herpyq “ herpuxu˚q “ herpzz˚q
and herpxq “ herpz˚zq. l
There is also an analogous statement for Cuntz subequivalence in place of Cuntz
equivalence.
Proposition 2.3.9. Let A be a C˚-algebra and x, y two positive elements in AbK
and suppose that AbK has almost stable rank 1. The following are equivalent:
(i) x À y,
(ii) there exists a Hilbert module E 1 such that Ex » E 1 Ă Ey,
(iii) there exists z P AbK such that herpxq “ herpz˚zq, herpzz˚q Ă herpyq,
(iv) there exists z “ u|z| P AbK such that x “ z˚z and u herpxqu˚ Ă herpyq.
Proof. (i)ô(ii) is contained in Theorem 2.3.7.
(ii)ô(iii) is contained in Proposition 4.6 of [51].
(iii)ñ(iv): Consider the polar decomposition z “ u|z|. Then the map a ÞÑ uau˚
from herpxq “ herpz˚zq to herpzz˚q Ă herpyq is a ˚-isomorphism.
(iv)ñ(iii): If x “ z˚z, then u herpxqu˚ “ u herpz˚zqu˚ “ herpuz˚zu˚q “ herpzz˚q Ă
herpyq. l
As a consequence, we obtain the following characterization of hereditary large
C˚-subalgebras of stable C˚-algebras with almost stable rank 1.
Proposition 2.3.10. Let A be a σ-unital stable C˚-algebra with almost stable rank
1 with a strictly positive element h and B a hereditary σ-unital C˚-subalgebra. The
following are equivalent
(i) B is large in A,
(ii) there exists an element z “ u|z| P A such that h “ z˚z and B “ uAu˚,
(iii) B is full and ˚-isomorphic to A.
Proof. (i)ô(ii): Let x be a strictly positive element for B. Since by Proposition
2.1.9 B is large in A if and only if x „ h, this follows from Proposition 2.3.8.
(ii)ñ(iii): We only need to show that B is full. Let z – uh1{2, this element belongs
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to A by [70] Lemma 2.12; then zz˚ “ uhu˚ belongs to B and z˚pzz˚qz “ pz˚zq2
belongs to the algebraic ideal generated by B. Hence z˚z “ h belongs to the closed
two-sided ideal generated by B and since h is strictly positive for A, it follows that
it contains A.
(iii)ñ(i): If B is ˚-isomorphic to A, it is stable and hence x is properly infinite and
full, entailing largeness by Proposition 2.2.3. l
In virtue of the above observations, it is now clear that in the case of a C˚-algebra
whose stabilization has almost stable rank 1, stability has the following equivalent
characterization.
Proposition 2.3.11. Let A be a σ-unital C˚-algebra such that A b K has almost
stable rank 1 and let h be a strictly positive element in A. The following are equivalent
(i) MpAq is properly infinite,
(ii) A is stable,
(iii) h is properly infinite.
If A is simple, the above conditions are equivalent to
(iv) MpAq is infinite.
Proof. If A is stable, then MpAq is properly infinite as already pointed out, thus
piiq ñ piq.
By Lemma 2.1.3 piq ñ piiiq.
By Proposition 2.3.10 piiiq ñ piiq since in this case A is large in AbK.
Trivially piq ñ pivq.
If A is simple and MpAq is infinite, then A is stable by [62] Theorem 3.5 and so
pivq ñ piiq. l
Hence, we obtain the following partial answer to Kirchberg and Rørdam’s ques-
tion 2.3.1.
Corollary 2.3.12. Let A be a C˚-algebra and a P A` a properly infinite element
such that herpaq bK has almost stable rank 1. Then Mpherpaqq is properly infinite.
Proof. By Corollary 2.3.11 we only have to show that a belongs to herpaq and that
it is strictly positive (in herpaq). This fact is contained in Lemma 2.1.8. l
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2.4 Comparison for certain C˚-algebras
In this section we want to retrieve information on the structure of a particular class
of C˚-algebras by looking at their Cuntz semigroup. We will see in Proposition
2.4.1 that for C˚-algebras whose stabilization has almost stable rank 1 the Pedersen
ideal has a description in terms of compact containment in their Cuntz semigroup.
It turns out that in the case A is simple, with almost unperforated Cuntz semi-
group and with a unique nontrivial lower semicontinuous 2-quasitrace, the Pedersen
ideal coincides with the ideal associated to the corresponding functional on CupAq
(Proposition 2.4.11). Using this, we are able to say in Theorem 2.4.12 that the
C˚-algebras belonging to this class are either algebraically simple or stable. We also
see the counterpart of this result at the level of Cuntz equivalence classes of posi-
tive elements in the stabilization and correspondingly at the level of the associated
Hilbert modules in Theorem 2.4.19.
If A is a C˚-algebra, we denote by PedpAq its Pedersen ideal, i.e. the dense ideal
that is contained in every other dense ideal and refer to [53] 5.6 for its construction
and properties.
We begin with the characterization of the Pedersen ideal in terms of compact con-
tainment for a certain class of C˚-algebras. A more general result, that appears as a
Remark on page 4 of [72], was suggested to hold by Elliott without the assumption
that the stabilization of the C˚-algebra has almost stable rank 1. Fruitful discus-
sions with the colleague and friend André Schemaitat lead to the following weaker
version:
Proposition 2.4.1. Let A be a C˚-algebra such that AbK has almost stable rank
1. Then
PedpAq “ ta P A : Db PM8pAq` such that r|a|s ! rbsu.
Proof. Let a be an element of A and write a “ u|a| for its polar decomposition. If |a|
belongs to PedpAq, then by [53] Proposition 5.6.2 |a|α belongs to PedpAq for every
α ą 0; note now that u|a|1´α belongs to A for every 0 ă α ă 1 (cfr. [70] Lemma
2.12) and so u|a| “ u|a|1´α|a|α belongs to PedpAq. Thus we are left to prove that
the set
J` – ta P A` : Db PM8pAq` such that ras ! rbss
is contained in PedpAq and that
J – ta P A : Db PM8pAq` such that r|a|s ! rbsu
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is an ideal and that it is dense.
Let a be a positive element in A and suppose there is n P N and a positive element
b in MnpAq such that ras ! rbs. Then there is ε ą 0 such that a À pb ´ εq` in
MnpAq. Since A bK has almost stable rank 1, by the proof of [22] Theorem 3 and
by Proposition 4.6 of [51] (see the discussion in the previous section), there is an
element y in MnpAq such that herpaq “ herpyy˚q, y˚y P herppb ´ εq`q; in particular
by [53] Proposition 5.6.2 y˚y belongs to PedpMnpAqq and the same is true for yy˚.
Now we want to show that for any n P N, PedpMnpAqq “ PedpAq balg Mn. First
of all notice that PedpAq balg Mn is a dense ideal in MnpAq and so PedpMnpAqq Ă
PedpAqbalgMn. Secondly, if x “ pxi,jq is an element inMnpAq such that xi,j belongs
to PedpAq for every 1 ď i, j ď n, we can write each xi,j as a linear combination
of positive elements ypkqi,j , for each of which there are a natural number m
pkq
i,j and
elements zpk,lqi,j , z̃
pk,lq






















i,j with xi,j b ei,j, y
pkq
i,j b ei,j, z
pk,lq
i,j b ei,j and z̃
pk,lq
i,j b ei,j
respectively. It follows that for every 1 ď i, j ď n xi,j b ei,j belongs to PedpMnpAqq
and so x P PedpMnpAqq. Thus PedpMnpAqq “ MnpPedpAqq. In particular A X
PedpMnpAqq “ AX pMnpPedpAqq “ PedpAq.
Thus herpyy˚q “ herpaq belongs to A XMnpPedpAqq “ PedpAq and so a belongs to
PedpAq.
Now we show that J is an ideal; for the proof of this fact we use a technique from
the proof of [44] Lemma 3.12, that we recall. Let a belong to J and b be an element
in A, then
|ab| À |a|, |ba| À |a|.
For note that abb˚a˚ ď }b}2aa˚ „ |a|2 „ |a| and baa˚b˚ „ a˚b˚ba.
Note that if a belongs to J , also λa belongs to J for any λ P C; hence we need to
show that if a and b both belong to J , then also their sum a ` b is in J . So let a1,
b1 PM8pAq` and δ ą ε ą 0 be such that
|a| À pa1 ´ εq`, |b| À pb
1
´ δq`.
For any elements a and b in A we have pa´ bqpa´ bq˚ “ aa˚` bb˚´ab˚´ ba˚, which
entails ab˚`ba˚ ď |a|2`|b|2 and then |a`b| „ |a`b|2 ď 2p|a|`|b|qp|a|`|b|q À |a|`|b|.
Thus
|a` b| À |a| ` |b| À |a| ‘ |b| À
pa1 ´ εq` ‘ pb
1
´ δq` À pa
1
´ εq` ‘ pb
1
´ εq` “ pa
1
‘ b1 ´ εq`,
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where, in the least equality, we have used the fact that Cpa ‘ bq “ Cpaq ‘ Cpbq
canonically.
Since every element in A is a linear combination of positive elements and J is a
linear space, we just have to prove that J` is dense in A`. Let a P A`, then
}a´ pa´ εq`} ă ε and rpa´ εq`s ! ras.
Hence J is a dense two-sided ideal and has to be equal to PedpAq. l
Corollary 2.4.2. Let A be a stable C˚-algebra with almost stable rank 1. Then
PedpAq “ ta P A : Db P A` such that r|a|s ! rbsu.
Proof. Since A is stable, it is large in AbK. Suppose there are a P A, b PMnpAq`
such that r|a|s ! rbs, then there is ε ą 0 such that r|a|s ď rpb ´ εq`s ! rpb ´ ε{2q`s;
by largeness, there is aε{2 P A` such that rpb´ ε{2q`s “ raε{2s and thus r|a|s ! raε{2s.
The result follows from Proposition 2.4.1. l
We want to obtain another characterization of the Pedersen ideal in the case a
C˚-algebra admits a unique lower semicontinuous 2-quasitrace. For that, we need
to impose some further hypothesis. The first one is stable finiteness (see definition
below); indeed this property gives to the Cuntz semigroup a very specific structure
in the simple case.
Definition 2.4.3 ([4] Definition 5.3.1, Sections 2.1.1, 5.2.2). Let A be a C˚-algebra
and CupAq its Cuntz semigroup. An element ras P CupAq is said to be soft if for
every ra1s P CupAq such that ra1s ! ras there exists n P N such that pn`1qra1s ď nras.
An element ras P CupAq is said to be compact if ras ! ras.
An element ras P CupAq is said to be finite if whenever there exists rbs P CupAq such
that ras ` rbs “ ras then rbs “ 0.
Stable finiteness for unital simple C˚-algebras can be equivalently characterized
by the existence of a nontrivial 2-quasitrace. In view of Proposition 2.4.8, the alge-
braic counterpart of this concept at the level of the Cuntz semigroup is the following
Definition 2.4.4 ([4] Section 5.2.2). Let A be a C˚-algebra and CupAq its Cuntz
semigroup. We say that CupAq is stably finite if, whenever there are elements ras,
ra1s in CupAq such that ras ! ra1s, then ras is finite.
The next Lemma, concerning the nature of soft elements in stably finite Cuntz
semigroups, should be compared with Lemma 5.3.8 of [4], where a similar statement
is proved in the category of algebraic Cuntz semigroups.
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Lemma 2.4.5 (see [4] Lemma 5.3.8). Let A be a simple C˚-algebra such that CupAq
is stably finite. Then an element ras P CupAq is soft if and only if 0 is not an isolated
point of the spectrum of any representative of ras in AbK.
Proof. Let ras be a soft element in CupAq. Pick ra1s P CupAq such that ra1s ! ras.
In particular there is ε ą 0 such that for every representative a1 of ra1s we have
a1 À pa ´ εq`; using functional calculus we can construct an element x P pA b Kq`









p3{εqt for 0 ď t ď ε{3
2´ p3{εqt for ε{3 ă t ď p2{3qε
0 for p2{3qε ď t
.
By definition of stable finiteness ra1s is finite. Suppose that rxs “ 0, then ras ! ras
and by the assumption that ras is soft, there exists n P N such that pn`1qras ď nras;
but since ras is finite, this entails nras “ 0 and then ras “ 0.
Suppose now that a is a representative of ras and that 0 is not an isolated point
in the spectrum of a. Let ra1s ! ras; then there is an element rxs ‰ 0 such that
ra1s ` rxs ď ras. Since A is simple, ras ď supn nrxs. But since ra1s ! ras, it follows
that there is a k P N such that ra1s ď krxs and
pk ` 1qra1s “ kra1s ` ra1s ď kra1s ` krxs ď kras
and ras is soft. l
Conversely, if A is a C˚-algebra and its Cuntz semigroup is stably finite, then
the spectrum of every representative of a compact element in CupAq contains 0 as
an isolated point. In particular, every compact element in CupAq is the class of a
projection. A unital C˚-algebra is stably finite if and only if its Cuntz semigroup is
stably finite by Proposition 6.22 of [70]; hence in this case the thesis of Proposition
2.4.6 is already proved in Theorem 3.5 of [16]. The following result has also to be
compared with [31] Proposition 6.4 (iv), in which it is proved, using similar tech-
niques, that any compact element in the Cuntz semigroup of a simple C˚-algebras
is either infinite or the class of a finite projection.
Proposition 2.4.6. Let A be a C˚-algebra such that CupAq is stably finite. If ras P
CupAq is compact, then 0 is an isolated point in the spectrum of every representative
of ras in AbK. In this case there is a projection p P AbK such that ras “ rps.
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Proof. Let ε ą 0 be such that ras “ rpa´ εq`s and suppose that in the spectrum of
a representative a for ras, 0 is not an isolated point. Then we can find a function
f defined on the spectrum of a whose support is contained in p0, εq and such that
fpaq ‰ 0. Since fpaq is orthogonal to pa ´ εq` we have rpa ´ εq`s ` rfpaqs ď ras,
but ras “ rpa ´ εq`s and so ras “ rpa ´ εq`s ` rfpaqs is an infinite element. This is
a contradiction since CupAq is assumed to be stably finite. Thus fpaq “ 0 and 0 is
an isolated point of the spectrum of a and using functional calculus we can find a
projection p P AbK such that a „ p. l
As a consequence we immediately obtain the following
Proposition 2.4.7 ([4] Proposition 5.3.16). Let A be a simple C˚-algebra such that
CupAq is stably finite. Then every element ras P CupAq is either soft or compact.
Stable finiteness of the Cuntz semigroup of a C˚-algebra, which seems to be a
difficult property to check directly, turns out to have an easy characterization in the
simple case, that we will recall in a moment.
Following the notation of [4] page 51, if λ is a functional on CupAq, we say that λ
is trivial if it only takes values 0 and 8 and is nontrivial otherwise.
Proposition 2.4.8 ([4] Proposition 5.2.10). Let A be a simple C˚-algebra. Then
CupAq is stably finite if and only if there exists a nontrivial functional in F pCupAqq.
In analogy with the case of functionals on a Cuntz semigrop, if A is a C˚-algebra
and τ a lower semicontinuous 2-quasitrace on A, we say that τ is trivial if it only
takes the values 0 and 8; otherwise τ is said to be nontrivial. Denote by τ0 the
trivial lower semicontinuous 2-quasitrace on A defined by
τ0paq “ 0 for every a P A`
and by τ8 the one defined by
τ8paq “
#
0 for a “ 0
8 for a P A` ´ t0u.
.
In the same way we define the functionals on CupAq λ0 defined by
λ0prasq “ 0 for all ras P CupAq




0 for ras “ 0
8 for ras P CupAq ´ t0u
.
Lemma 2.4.9. Let A be a simple C˚-algebra. Then the only possible trivial lower
semicontinuous 2-quasitraces on A are τ0 and τ8 and the only possible trivial func-
tionals on CupAq are λ0 and λ8.
Furthermore, A admits a unique nontrivial lower semicontinuous 2-quasitrace (up to
a scalar) if and only if CupAq admits a unique nontrivial functional (up to a scalar).
Proof. Let λ be a trivial functional on CupAq. We prove that the set
Nλ – ta P AbK : λpr|a|sq “ 0u
is an algebraic ideal. From the proof of Proposition 2.4.1 we know that for any
a and b in A b K, |ab|, |ba| À |a| and |a ` b| À |a| ‘ |b|. Thus if a is in Nλ
and b is in A b K, λpr|ab|sq ď λpr|a|sq “ 0 and if a and b are both in Nλ, then
λpr|a`b|sq ď λpr|a|sq`λpr|b|sq “ 0. Since |a| „ |αa| for every a P AbK and α P Cˆ,
it follows that Nλ is an ideal in AbK and by simplicity it is either the set t0u or is
dense in AbK.
If Nλ “ t0u, then λ “ λ8; hence suppose Nλ ‰ 0. Let ras be an element of CupAq
and note that λprasq “ supεą0 λprpa ´ εq`sq. Since Nλ is dense, PedpA b Kq Ă Nλ
and so λprpa´ εq`sq “ 0 for every ε ą 0. Thus λprasq “ 0 and λ “ λ0.
Using the bijective correspondence of Theorem 1.3.2, the 2-quasitrace associated to
a functional λ is τλpaq “
ş8
0
λprpa´ εq`sq for a P A`. Hence the functional λ0 corre-
sponds to the lower semicontinuous 2-quasitrace τ0 and λ8 corresponds to τ8.
Since the functional on CupAq associated to a lower semicontinuous 2-quasitrace τ is
given by dτ prasq “ supn τpfnpaqq (see Chapter 1.1 for the definition of fn), the func-
tional associated to rτ , r P R` is rdτ and so, in virtue of the bijection between lower
semicontinuous 2-quasitraces on A and functionals on CupAq, A admits a unique
nontrivial lower semicontinuous 2-quasitrace if and only if CupAq admits a unique
nontrivial functional, up to scalars. l
The other property we need to impose is almost unperforation for the Cuntz
semigroup, which, when coupled with stable finiteness, permits comparison among
all the non-compact elements, in virtue of the following
Theorem 2.4.10 ([4] Theorem 5.3.12). Let A be a C˚-algebra such that CupAq is
almost unperforated. If ras and rbs are elements in CupAq such that ras is soft and
λprasq ď λprbsq for every functional λ P F pCupAqq, then ras ď rbs.
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Now we are ready to give the aforementioned characterization of the Pedersen
ideal.
Proposition 2.4.11. Let A be a simple C˚-algebra with almost unperforated Cuntz
semigroup such that A b K has almost stable rank 1 and assume that A admits a
unique lower semicontinuous nontrivial 2-quasitrace τ (up to scalar multiples). Let
dτ be the corresponding functional on CupAq. Then
PedpAq “ ta P A : dτ pr|a|sq ă 8u.
Proof. Let τ be the unique nontrivial 2-quasitrace on A, up to scalars. By Lemma
2.4.9 dτ is a nontrivial functional on CupAq and is the unique such functional, up to
scalars.
We want to prove that
J – ta P A : dτ pr|a|sq ă 8u “ PedpAq.
First of all notice that J is an ideal (the proof goes as in Proposition 2.4.1 and
Lemma 2.4.9 using the fact that dτ is a functional on CupAq) and it is obviously
dense since A is simple.
Secondly, note that by Proposition 2.4.8 CupAq is stably finite and hence by Propo-
sition 2.4.7 every element in CupAq is either compact or soft.
Let a P A be such that 0 ‰ dτ pr|a|sq ă 8; if r|a|s is compact, then a belongs to
PedpAq by Proposition 2.4.1, thus we can suppose that r|a|s is soft.
Since 0 ă dτ pr|a|sq ă 8 and dτ pr|a|sq “ supn dτ prp|a| ´ 1{nq`sq, there exists m P
N such that 0 ă dτ prp|a| ´ 1{mq`sq ă 8 and so there is a k P N such that
kdτ prp|a|´1{mq`sq ě dτ pr|a|sq. Using comparison for soft elements (Theorem 2.4.10)
and the fact that the only possible functionals on CupAq are λ0, λ8 and dτ by Lemma
2.4.9, we see that r|a|s ď rp|a|´ 1{mq`b 1ks ! rp|a|´ 1{2mq`b 1ks and so a belongs
to PedpAq by Proposition 2.4.1. The proof is complete. l
With this characterization of the Pedersen ideal we can prove that the σ-unital
C˚-algebras satisfying the hypothesis of Proposition 2.4.11 are either algebraically
simple or stable.
Theorem 2.4.12. Let A be a simple σ-unital C˚-algebra with almost unperforated
Cuntz semigroup such that AbK has almost stable rank 1 and suppose that A admits
a unique lower semicontinuous nontrivial 2-quasitrace τ (up to scalar multiples).
Then either
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• A is stable, or
• A is algebraically simple.
If h is a strictly positive element for A, the case that A is stable corresponds to
dτ phq “ 8 and the case that A is algebraically simple corresponds to dτ phq ă 8.
Proof. Since A is σ-unital, it admits a strictly positive element h. We distinguish
different cases.
If rhs is compact, then h belongs to PedpAq Ă PedpA b Kq and so A “ herphq is
algebraically simple.
Suppose now that rhs is soft. If dτ prhsq ă 8, then by Proposition 2.4.11 h again
belongs to PedpAq Ă PedpAbKq and so A “ herphq is algebraically simple.
If dτ prhsq “ 8, then by comparison h‘h „ h and so by Proposition 2.2.3 A “ herphq
is large in AbK and since AbK has almost stable rank 1, Proposition 2.3.10 applies
and A » AbK.
Suppose now that A is both algebraically simple and stable, then it follows from
[11] Theorem 1.2 that it cannot admit a nontrivial dimension function on PedpAq,
contradicting the hypothesis. l
Remark 2.4.13. There are examples of non-algebraically simple, non-stable simple σ-
unital C˚-algebras with stable rank 1 whose Cuntz semigroup is almost unperforated
and stably finite. They were constructed by Blackadar in [10]; namely, in Corollary
4.5 it is proved that for any simple unital AF -algebra A and any Fσ subset of its
space of bounded traces, it is possible to find an hereditary AF -subalgebra B of
A b K containing A such that the bounded traces on B are exactly the extensions
coming from the Fσ set chosen. It is clear that this construction does not work if A
has just one trace.
Example 2.4.14. The C˚-algebra K of compact operators on a separable Hilbert
space has stable rank 1 and a unique nontrivial trace, up to scalars. Its Cuntz semi-
group is CupKq “ N̄, which is almost unperforated. By Theorem 2.4.12 any heredi-
tary C˚-subalgebra of K is either algebraically simple (actually unital) or isomorphic
to K.
Example 2.4.15. The Jiang-Su algebra Z (see [41]) has stable rank 1, a unique
trace and almost unperforated Cuntz semigroup equal to CupZq “ N \ p0,8s. The
hereditary C˚-subalgebras of ZbK generated by compact elements (corresponding to
N Ă CupAq) are unital; the ones corresponding to elements in p0,8q are nonunital
and algebraically simple.
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Example 2.4.16. The C˚-algebraW introduced by Jacelon in [40] has stable rank 1,
a unique trace and its Cuntz semigroup is CupWq “ r0,8s, which is almost unperfo-
rated (one could also just notice that W is Z-stable). Thus any σ-unital C˚-algebra
that is Morita-equivalent to W is either algebraically simple (in correspondence of
elements in p0,8q Ă CupWq) or stable.
Example 2.4.17. In the following we will see another example: let Γ be a cocompact
discrete subgroup of SLp2,Rq, then every hereditary C˚-subalgebra of the crossed
product C˚-algebra of the horocycle flow on Γz SLp2,Rq (see Chapter 3) is either
algebraically simple or stable. Its Cuntz semigroup is r0,8s.
In the situation of Theorem 2.4.12, the Cuntz semigroup has the following prop-
erty:
Proposition 2.4.18. Let A be a simple C˚-algebra admitting a unique nontrivial 2-
quasitrace τ such that AbK has almost stable rank 1. For any element ras P CupAq
we have
ras is finite ô Drbs P CupAq : ras ! rbs
ô Drbs P CupAq : ras ă rbs.
Furthermore
PedpAbKq “ ta P AbK : r|a|s is finite u.
Proof. Note that the same argument used in Proposition 2.4.11 can be used to state
that
PedpAbKq “ ta P AbK : dτ pr|a|sq ă 8u. (2.1)
Using this, we will prove that an element ras P CupAq is not finite if and only if
dτ prasq “ 8.
For suppose that ras is infinite. Then there is an element rbs ‰ 0 in CupAq such
that ras ` rbs “ ras. Then dτ prbsq ` dτ prasq “ dτ prasq. Since ras ` nrbs “ ras for
every n P N, we also have supn nrbs ď ras ` supn nrbs “ supnpras ` nrbsq “ ras and
by simplicity this last term is Cuntz subequivalent to supn nrbs. By definition of
functional it follows that dτ prasq “ supn ndτ prbsq “ 8.
On the other hand, if dτ prasq “ 8, then ras is not compact (otherwise it would
belong to the Pedersen ideal of AbK) and using again stable finiteness, we deduce
that ras is soft. Then by comparison ras ` ras “ ras and ras is infinite.
Thus, for a P AbK we have
r|a|s is not finite ô dτ pr|a|sq “ 8 ô a R PedpAbKq.
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Otherwise stated
r|a|s is finite ô dτ pr|a|sq ă 8 ô a P PedpAbKq.
Using Corollary 2.4.2 and (2.1) we obtain
r|a|s is finite ô Drbs P CupAq : r|a|s ! rbs.
So we are left to prove that the way below relation on different elements is just
Cuntz subequivalence.
Suppose we are given ras and rbs in CupAq with ras ă rbs. As usual we distinguish
two cases.
If at least one between ras and rbs is compact, then clearly ras ! rbs.
Hence suppose ras and rbs are soft. We have dτ prasq ă dτ prbsq. Recall that dτ prbsq “
supεą0 dτ prpb´ εq`sq and observe that dτ prpb´ εq`sq ă dτ prbsq for every ε ą 0, since
otherwise we would have rbs ď rpb´ tq`s for some t. In particular there is s ą 0 such
that dτ prasq ă dτ prpb´ sq`sq and so ras ď rpb´ sq`s ! rbs. l
As a consequence of the correspondence between Cuntz classes and countably
generated Hilbert modules and of Proposition 2.4.18, we obtain the following
Theorem 2.4.19. Let A be a σ-unital stable simple C˚-algebra with almost unper-
forated Cuntz semigroup, with almost stable rank 1 and admitting a unique lower
semicontinuous nontrivial 2-quasitrace τ . Let x be a positive element in A, then we
have
rxs is infinite ô herpxq is stable ô Ex » A
and
rxs is finite ô herpxq is algebraically simple ô Ex Ť A.
Furthermore, if y is a positive element in A, then rxs ă rys if and only if there
exist elements z P A and e self adjoint in herpyq such that herpxq “ herpz˚zq,
herpzz˚q Ă herpyq, ea “ a for every a P herpzz˚q. This condition is also equivalent
to the existence of a Hilbert module E over A such that Ex » E Ť Ey.
Proof. If A is simple, by [4] Lemma 5.2.8 a positive element rxs P A is infinite if and
only if it is properly infinite, indeed, if there is a positive element y P A such that
rxs ` rys ď rxs, then rxs ` rxs ď supnprxs ` nrysq ď rxs.
We have already noticed that, as a consequence of [22] Theorem 3, rxs is properly
infinite if and only if herpxq is stable (see Proposition 2.3.11) and that, since A has
almost stable rank 1 and x is Cuntz equivalent to any strictly positive element for
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A, Ex » A as Hilbert modules. Also, again by Theorem 2.4.12, this is the case if
and only if dτ pxq “ 8.
By Theorem 2.4.12 herpxq is algebraically simple if and only if dτ pxq ă 8 and this
happens if and only if x belongs to PedpAq; by Proposition 2.4.18 this is equivalent
to rxs be finite. Note now that by Proposition 2.4.1 x belongs to PedpAq if and only
if rxs ! rhs for any strictly positive element h for A. The result follows from the
equivalence between compact containment for classes of Hilbert modules and the
way below relation (see [22] Theorem 1).
Suppose now that there is a positive element y P A such that rxs ă rys. By Proposi-
tion 2.4.18 this condition is equivalent to rxs ! rys, which in turn, by the equivalence
between compact containment in the concrete and in the abstract sense proved in
[22] Theorem 1, is equivalent to the existence of a Hilbert module E such that
Ex À E Ť Ey. Thus, in the case A has almost stable rank 1, it follows by Theorem
3 of [22] (see Theorem 2.3.7 of the preceding section) that there exists a Hilbert
module E 1 such that Ex » E 1 Ă E Ť Ey, hence in particular Ex » E 1 Ť Ey. Note
that since A is σ-unital, x belongs to Ex and E 1 “ ΦpxqA, with Φpxq P A since
E 1 Ă Ey; it follows then from Proposition 4.3 of [51] that there is an element z P A
such that herpxq “ herpz˚zq and herpΦpxqq “ herpzz˚q. If now e P KpEyq “ herpyq
is a self adjoint element such that e|EΦpxq “ id |EΦpxq , it follows that ea “ a for every
a P herpΦpxqq. Conversely, if there is a Hilbert module E such that Ex » E Ť Ey, it
follows again by [22] Theorem 1 that rxs ! rys. Suppose now that there are an ele-
ment z P A and e selfadjoint in herpyq such that herpxq “ herpz˚zq, herpzz˚q Ă herpyq
and ea “ a for every a P herpzz˚q. Then again by Proposition 4.3 of [51] it follows
that Ex » Ezz˚ and since zz˚ belongs to herpzz˚q, it follows that ezz˚ “ zz˚, which
implies e|Ezz˚ “ id |Ezz˚ and hence Ex » Ezz˚ Ť Ey. l
Remark 2.4.20. If in the previous Theorem we assume that A has stable rank 1 (and
not just almost stable rank 1), then for an element rxs P CupAq it also holds that
rxs is compact ô herpxq is unital ô Ex is finitely generated and projective .
indeed, by Proposition 2.4.6 rxs is compact if and only if rxs “ rps for some projection
p P A and by Proposition 2.3.8 in this case herpxq is unital. On the other hand,
if herpxq is unital, then there is a strictly positive element in herpxq, namely the
identity 1herpxq P herpxq, that is compact and since both x and 1herpxq are strictly
positive elements in herpxq, we have 1herpxq „ x and rxs “ r1herpxqs is compact (note
that we do not need to assume stable rank 1). The statement that rxs is compact if
and only if Ex is finitely generated and projective is contained in Corollary 5 of [22].
Chapter 3
Horocycle flow
In the first part of this chapter we review basic results about Hausdorfness and
smoothness of quotients of spaces by group actions which can be found in [74] and
[13] and then we recall the definition of horocycle and geodesic flow on quotients of
SLp2,Rq by cocompact discrete subgroups, including in Proposition 3.1.5 a proof of
the freeness of the horocycle flow, following [27].
In the second section we recall the definition and some properties of hyperbolic Rie-
mann surfaces, together with their connection to Fuchsian groups. References for
the theory of Riemann surfaces are [35] and [32], while a standard reference for the
theory of Fuchsian groups is [42].
In the third section we see what is the geometric counterpart of the geodesic and
horocycle flow in the case the compact quotient of SLp2,Rq is the unit tangent bun-
dle of a hyperbolic Riemann surface; a good reference for this part is [26].
We end this chapter giving the statement of Hedlund’s Theorem, concerning min-
imality of the horocycle flow and Furstenberg’s Theorem, concerning the unique
ergodicity of this flow. The proofs can be found respectively in [9] and [27].
3.1 Flows on compact quotients of SLp2,Rq
Let
SLp2,Rq– tg PM2pRq | detpgq “ 1u
and endow it with the topology given by the inclusion SLp2,Rq Ñ R4. With this
topology, it is a Lie group.
We want to study properties of crossed product C˚-algebras arising from the action
of a particular one-parameter subgroup of SLp2,Rq on certain homogeneous spaces.
We settle some notation that will be useful also in the following sections.
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The spaces we want to consider will be quotients of SLp2,Rq by discrete sub-
groups. In the following we will see that they are manifolds.
Lemma 3.1.1 ([74] Theorem 7.7). Let X be a topological Hausdorff space and „
an open equivalence relation (that is the quotient map X Ñ X{„ is open). Then
R – tpx, yq : x „ yu Ă X ˆX is closed if and only if X{„ is Hausdorff.
Proof. Suppose X{ „ is Hausdorff. Pick px, yq R R, that is x  y. There are disjoint
open sets U Q πpxq and V Q πpyq. Let Ũ “ π´1pUq Q x, Ṽ “ π´1pV q Q y. If the
open set Ũ ˆ Ṽ Q px, yq intersects R, then it must contain a point px1, y1q for which
x1 „ y1 and so πpx1q “ πpy1q contrary to the assumption that U X V “ H. Hence
Ũ ˆ Ṽ does not intersect R and R is closed.
Conversely, suppose that R is closed, then given any two distinct points πpxq,
πpyq P X{ „, there is an open set of the form Ũ ˆ Ṽ containing px, yq and that
does not contain points of R. Then U “ πpŨq and V “ πpṼ q are disjoint sets and
since „ is open, U and V are open sets. So X{ „ is Hausdorff. l
The next Corollary is proved in [13] for the case of Lie groups, but the same
proof applies to topological Hausdorff groups.
Corollary 3.1.2 ([13] Theorem III.7.12). Let G be a topological Hausdorff group
and H a subgroup. Then the space HzG is Hausdorff if and only if H is closed in
G.
Proof. If U Ă G is an open set, then π´1pπpUqq “
Ť
hPH hU , that is open in G. By
definition of quotient topology, this means that the quotient map is open.
Let H be a closed subgroup. We will check that R “ tpg, g1q : g “ hg1 for some h P
Hu is a closed subset of GˆG. To this end, note that R is the inverse image of H
under the continuous function
GˆGÑ G
pg, g1q ÞÑ gg1´1
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and the result follows by Lemma 3.1.1 since H is closed by assumption.
Conversely, if HzG is Haurdorff, then every point is closed and the same is true
for its inverse image under the quotient map. Since G acts by homeomorphisms on
itself, H is closed. l
The next Theorem is part of Theorem 8.3 in [13].
Theorem 3.1.3. Let Γ be a discrete subgroup of a Lie group G. Then the quotient
space ΓzG has the structure of a smooth manifold when endowed with the quotient
topology.
Proof. For every x P G we can choose a neighborhood Ũ such that hŨ X Ũ “ H for
h ‰ e (see [13] Definition 8.1 and the discussion that follows); hence πŨ – π|Ũ is
a homeomorphism with its image U since π is both continuous and open. We can
suppose that Ũ is a coordinate neghborhood pŨ , φ̃q. The map φ : U Ñ φ̃pŨq Ă Rn
is a homeomorphism; we call coordinate neighborhoods as the one just constructed
adimmsible.
Suppose that U “ πpŨq and V “ πpṼ q are overlapping admissible nighborhoods
with coordinate maps φ “ φ̃ ˝ π´1
Ũ
and ψ “ ψ̃ ˝ π´1
Ṽ
. Altough Ũ X Ṽ may be empty,
there must be an h P Γ such that hŨ X Ṽ ‰ H. Since π “ π ˝ h we may write
ψ´1 “ π ˝ ψ̃´1 “ π ˝ h ˝ ψ̃´1 and so
φ ˝ ψ´1 “ φ̃ ˝ π´1
Ũ
˝ π ˝ h ˝ ψ̃´1 “ φ̃ ˝ h ˝ ψ̃´1
and these maps are all C8. Of course the same holds for ψ ˝ φ´1. Thus the admis-
sible neighborhoods define a smooth manifold structure on ΓzG. l
In virtue of Theorem 3.1.3, given a discrete subgroup of SLp2,Rq, the quotient
space Γz SLp2,Rq is a smooth manifold. There are two smooth flows associated to
it that have been extensively studied in the past.
Definition 3.1.4 ([27] Section 11.3.1). Let Γ be a discrete subgroup of SLp2,Rq.
The horocycle flow on the smooth manifold M “ Γz SLp2,Rq is the flow defined by
ψ :
M ˆN Ñ M
pΓg, nq ÞÑ Γgn
.
The geodesic flow on Γz SLp2,Rq is the flow defined by
φ :
M ˆ A Ñ M
pΓg, aq ÞÑ Γga
.
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Note that in the same way we could define the negative horocycle flow, as the one
given by the action of the one-parameter subgroup N´. This makes no difference
from the dynamical point of view, since the map
Γz SLp2,Rq Ñ Γz SLp2,Rq





is a topological conjugacy between the two flows for every discrete subgroup Γ Ă
SLp2,Rq.
The geodesic and horocycle flows are related by the following formula:
φ´s ˝ ψt ˝ φs “ ψte2s . (3.1)
for every s, t P R. We now see a direct consequence of this relation. Since our
interest will be focused on the horocycle flow on compact manifolds, we state the
following result, which is a particular case of the more general result [27] Lemma
11.28.
Proposition 3.1.5. Let Γ be a cocompact discrete subgroup of SLp2,Rq. Then the








is free and since SLp2,Rq is locally diffeomorphic to Γz SLp2,Rq, we can find an open
cover of Γz SLp2,Rq of open sets on which the geodesic flow is "locally" free. By
compactness we can find a positive real number r ą 0 such that ψtpxq ‰ x for every
x P Γz SLp2,Rq and 0 ă |t| ă r.
Suppose that x0 P Γz SLp2,Rq is a periodic point for the horocycle flow with period
t0. Then, by (3.1), for every s P R the point φ´spx0q is periodic with period r0e´2s,
which is impossible. l
We will see in the following section that in particular cases the horocycle flow
reduces to a flow on the unit tangent bundle of a Riemann surface.
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3.2 Hyperbolic Riemann surfaces
A Riemann surface is a connected topological surface for which the local charts are
holomorphic maps. If M and N are Riemann surfaces, we write M » N if there is a
biholomorphism from M to N . We refer to [32] I.1 and [35] 1.1.1 for the definition
and some examples.
The Riemann uniformization Theorem states that every simply connected Riemann
surface is biholomorphic to one of the following (a proof can be found in [32] Chapter
IV)
- the Riemann sphere CY t8u,
- the complex plane C,
- the hyperbolic plane H,
where the local charts on C Y t8u are given by z ÞÑ z on C and z ÞÑ 1{z on
pC´ t0uq Y t8u. The set underlying the hyperbolic plane H is tz P C : =pzq ą 0u
and the local charts are given by z ÞÑ z.
It follows that the universal (holomorphic) cover M̃ of a Riemann surface M has
to be biholomorphic to one of C Y t8u, C or H. Denote by AutpM̃q the group of
biholomorphic maps from M̃ to itself; we have ([35] Proposition 1.27)
- AutpCY t8uq » PSLp2,Cq,
- AutpCq » P∆p2,Cq,
- AutpHq » PSLp2,Rq,
where
PSLp2,Cq– tγ P Mat2pCq : detpγq “ 1u{t˘1u
acts on C Y t8u by Moebius transformations and P∆p2,Cq, PSLp2,Rq are respec-
tively the subgroup of upper-triangular complex matrices and of matrices with real
entries; their action is given by restriction on the corresponding Riemann surfaces.
Now, given a Riemann surfaceM it turns out that, with few exceptions, its universal
cover is H:
Theorem 3.2.1 ([32] Theorem IV.6.3). If the universal cover of a Riemann surface
M is CY t8u then M » CY t8u.
Theorem 3.2.2 ([32] Theorem IV.6.4). If the universal cover of a Riemann surface
M is C, then M is biholomorphic to one of the following: C, Cˆ or the torus T2.
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Hence all the compact Riemann surfaces of genus greater than one admit as
universal cover the hyperbolic plane H. We will see that there is an abundance of
representatives within this class.
Definition 3.2.3 ([8] page 2). A hyperbolic Riemann surface is a Riemann surface
whose universal holomorphic cover is the hyperbolic plane H.
If M is a Riemann surface, its fundamental group π1pMq can be identified with
the group of deck transformations of its (holomorphic) covering space DeckpM̃, πq
in such a way that M » π1pMqzM̃ ([35] Theorem 1.69). Thus, if M is hyperbolic,
its fundamental group is a discrete subgroup of AutpHq “ PSLp2,Rq.
The condition for H to be the universal cover of a Riemann surface translates (as for
any other notion of cover) into a prescription on the type of the fundamental group.
We recall it in the following
Definition 3.2.4 ([42] 2.2). Let Γ be a discrete group acting on a topological space
X. The action is properly discontinuous if for every x P X and K Ă X compact,
the set tγ P Γ : γx P Ku is finite.
At this point it is natural to ask which discrete subgroups of PSLp2,Rq match
this requirement.
Proposition 3.2.5 ([42] Theorem 2.2.6). Let Γ be a subgroup of PSLp2,Rq. Than
Γ is discrete if and only if it acts properly discontinuously on the hyperbolic plane
H.
Proof. Suppose Γ is not discrete. Then there is a sequence γn Ñ e in Γ; hence
γnz Ñ z for every z P H and the action cannot be properly discontinuous.
As to the converse, for any z0 P H and K Ă H compact, the set E – tγ P Γ : γz0 P
Ku is closed since it is the inverse image of K X Γz0 under the map γ ÞÑ γz0 from
Γ to H. As K is compact, there exist M , δ ą 0 such that
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Thus, setting α “ =pz0q,
|cz0 ` d| ď
a
α{δ, |az0 ` b| ďM
a
α{δ
and the set of pa, b, c, dq P R4 satisfying these inequalities is bounded. l
Remark 3.2.6 ([32] IV.5.3). The automorphism group of the sphere AutpCYt8uq “
PSLp2,Cq contains a discrete subgroup whose action on C Y t8u is not properly
discontinuous. The Picard group
GP “ tz ÞÑ
az ` b
cz ` d
: ad´ bc “ 1 and a, b, c, d P Zrisu
is discrete but every orbit is dense for its action on CY t8u.
Definition 3.2.7 ([42] 2.2). A Fuchsian group is a discrete subgroup of PSLp2,Rq.
If Γ1 and Γ2 are Fuchsian groups, we write Γ1 „PSLp2,Rq Γ2 to mean that Γ1 and
Γ2 are conjugated in PSLp2,Rq, that is, there is an element Φ P PSLp2,Rq such
that ΦΓ1Φ´1 “ Γ2.
One can show (see [35] Theorem 2.6) that for a compact hyperbolic Riemann surface
of genus g, the fundamental group π1pMq has a presentation in terms of generators
and relations




rai, bis “ 1y. (3.2)
In particular, for fixed genus, they are all isomorphic. By the way they don’t in
general give rise to biholomorphic Riemann surfaces:
Proposition 3.2.8 ([35] Proposition 2.25). Let M “ Γ1zH and N “ Γ2zH be
Riemann surfaces. Then M » N if and only if Γ1 „PSLp2,Rq Γ2.
Proof. Let φ : M Ñ N be a biholomorphism and x PM , y P N such that φpxq “ n.
Let also pH, πMq and pH, πNq be the universal covers of M and N respectively. Pick
x̃ and ỹ in H such that πMpx̃q “ x and πNpỹq “ y. By the universal property
of the universal cover ([35] Theorem 1.69 (ii)), there is a unique biholomorphism
Φ P AutpHq such that Φpx̃q “ ỹ. Let now δ P Γ1. We have
πN ˝ Φ ˝ δ ˝ Φ
´1
“ φ ˝ πM ˝ δ ˝ Φ
´1
“ φ ˝ πM ˝ Φ
´1
“ πN
and so δ̂ – Φ ˝ δ ˝ Φ´1 is a deck transformation for pH, πNq.
To see that every deck transformation is obtained in this way, observe that we can
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use the same argument to show that, given η̂ P Γ2, then Φ´1 ˝ η̂ ˝ Φ “ η belongs to
Γ1 and η̂ “ Φ ˝ η ˝ Φ´1.
Conversely, if there is Φ P PSLp2,Rq such that ΦΓ1Φ´1 “ Γ2, then the map
Γ1zHÑ Γ2zH
Γ1x̃ ÞÑ Γ2Φpx̃q
is a biholomorphism. l
Now, using 3.2 we can establish how many equivalence classes of biholomorphic
compact hyperbolic Riemann surfaces are there.
Fix a genus g ą 1. The generators of a cocompact Fuchsian group in the presen-
tation given above belong to PSLp2,Rq, hence each of them correspond to three
real parameters. The condition on the product of the commutators imposes three
relations: this gives 6g´3 real parameters. Now we have to consider all the possible
subgroups of PSLp2,Rq which are conjugated to a certain Fuchsian group Γ, that is
the ones of the form γΓγ´1 for γ P PSLp2,Rq. This condition reduces the number
of real parameters by 3. Thus there are 6g ´ 6 real parameters needed to count
the classes of PSLp2,Rq-conjugated cocompact Fuchsian groups acting freely on H.
Hence the same is true for the corresponding classes of Riemann surfaces.
We give now a slight generalization of Proposition 3.2.8 for general holomorphic
coverings. It will be used to interpret the construction of the C˚-algebras that we
will define in a functorial way.
Proposition 3.2.9. Let Γ, Γ1 be Fuchsian groups acting freely on H. There exists
Φ P PSLp2,Rq such that
ΦΓΦ´1 ď Γ1
if and only if there is a holomorphic cover
φ : ΓzHÑ Γ1zH.
Furthermore, the group ΦΓΦ´1 has index n in Γ1 if and only if p is an n-sheeted
cover.
Proof. Suppose there is Φ P PSLp2,Rq such that ΦΓΦ´1 ď Γ1.
From Proposition 3.2.8 there is a biholomorphism
ΓzH » ΦΓΦ´1zH
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and so we can suppose Γ ď Γ1.





is surjective. Let U Ă H be small enough such that πΓ1 |U : U Ñ πΓ1pUq is a
biholomorphism; then the map πΓpUq Ñ πΓ1 ˝ πΓ|´1πΓpUqpπΓpUqq “ πΓ,Γ1pπΓpUqq is a
biholomorphism and so πΓ,Γ1 is holomorphic. Furthermore, the elements of the fiber
of a point Γ1x̃ under πΓ,Γ1 are in correspondence with the Γ-orbits of the translated
of x̃ by elements of Γ1; hence it is a covering map and if Γ has index n in Γ1, then
πΓ,Γ1 is an n-sheeted cover.
On the other hand, suppose that we are given a holomorphic cover
p : ΓzHÑ Γ1zH.
From the lifting property of the coverings (see the discussion after Example 1.66 of
[35]), there exists Φ P AutpHq “ PSLp2,Rq such that
πΓ1 ˝ Φ “ p ˝ πΓ.
Hence, for every γ P Γ we have
πΓ1 ˝ Φ ˝ γ ˝ Φ
´1
“ p ˝ πΓ ˝ γ ˝ Φ
´1
“ p ˝ πΓ ˝ Φ
´1
“ πΓ1 ,
from which it follows that ΦΓΦ´1 ď Γ1. Note now that from the relation πΓ1 ˝ Φ “
p ˝ πΓ it also follows that for every x̃ P H the fiber tp´1pΓ1x̃qu is in bijection with
the set tpΦΓΦ´1qγ1x̃uγ1PΓ1 and so if p is an n-sheeted covering, ΦΓΦ´1 has index n
in Γ1. l
3.3 Flows on the unit tangent bundle
Holomorphic maps are analytic, so infinitely complex differentiable and thus in-
finitely real differentiable. Hence, if M is a Riemann surface, it is in particular a
smooth manifold and we can consider its tangent bundle TM . Using this we will
show how to construct a metric on M whose induced topology coincides with the
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topology induced by the complex structure.











where ξzx, ξzy are respectively the x and y components of ξz P TzM » R2 and the
same for ηz. This gives for every pair of smooth sections ξ, η : M Ñ TM a smooth
function z ÞÑ xξz, ηzyz, which gives M the structure of a Riemannian manifold.










where P z2z1 is the set of smooth paths from z1 to z2. It can be shown that the
infimum appearing in the definition of this metric is realized by smooth curves
called geodesics ; furthermore they are always either segments of half-circles centered
on the real line, or segments of straight lines perpendicular to the real axes ([26]
proposition 1.4).
The topology induced by this metric coincides with the Euclidean topology (see
[42] Theorem 1.3.3 and Exercise 1.11) and hence with the topology induced by the
complex structure as well.
The relationship between the complex structure and this metric is even deeper. The
following is proved in [26] Section I.1.
Proposition 3.3.1. The action of the group of holomorphic automorphisms of the
hyperbolic plane PSLp2,Rq is isometric and preserves the angles.


























Even more is true. In fact, PSLp2,Rq is exactly the group of isometries of H that
preserve the angles by the proof of [42] Theorem 1.3.1.
Note now that the hyperbolic plane H is parallelizable TH » R2ˆH and so also its
unit tangent bundle
T1 H – tpz, ζq P TH : xζ, ζy “ 1u
is trivial: T1 H » S1 ˆ H. Since the action of PSLp2,Rq on H is isometric, there
is a well defined action on the unit tangent bundle T1 H. By the way we can also
consider PSLp2,Rq as a homogeneus space over itself:
Proposition 3.3.2 ([9] Lemma II.3.1 ). There is an isomorphism of PSLp2,Rq-
spaces
PSLp2,Rq » T1H.
Proof. Since the maps z ÞÑ az ` b with a ą 0, b P R, for z P H are elements of
PSLp2,Rq, the action of PSLp2,Rq on H is transitive. We want to show that its
action on T1 H is simply transitive, i.e. it is transitive and the stabilizer of each
point is trivial.
Let pz1, ζ1q and pz2, ζ2q be two elements of T1 H and choose elements γ1, γ2 in
PSLp2,Rq such that γ1pz1q “ γ2pz2q “ i. The stabilizer of i is the group
K – tγpθq P PSLp2,Rq : γpθqpzq “
z cos θ ´ sin θ
z sin θ ` cos θ
, θ P Ru
and for pi, ζq P T1,iH, the action of an element γpθq P K reads γpθqpi, ζq “
pi, dγpθqζq “ pi, e
´2iθζq. In particular, we can find an element γpθq P K such that
pγ´12 ˝ γpθq ˝ γ1qpz1, ζ1q “ pz2, ζ2q and so the action of PSLp2,Rq on T1 H is transi-
tive.
Suppose that η P PSLp2,Rq fixes a point pz, ζq P T1 H. As before, we can find
an element γ P PSLp2,Rq such that γpzq “ i. Let η P T1,iH be such that
γpz, ζq “ pi, dγζq “ pi, ηq. Thus γ ˝ η ˝ γ´1 fixes pi, ηq and so it has to be an
element of K of the form γpθq for some θ P R. Since η “ dγpθqη “ e´2iθη, it turns
out that θ is a multiple of π and so γpθq “ id. l
When defining the geodesic and horocycle flow on the unit tangent bundle of
a Riemann surface, we will use an explicit form of the homeomorphism T1 H »
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PSLp2,Rq; namely, the one sending an element pz, ζq P T1 H to the unique element
γpz,ζq belonging to PSLp2,Rq such that γpz,ζqpi, ζ0q “ pz, ζq, where ζ0 is the unit
vector pointing upwards.
From Proposition 3.3.2 it immediately follows the following
Proposition 3.3.3. Let M be a hyperbolic Riemann surface with corresponding
Fuchsian group Γ. Then there is a homeomorphism
T1M » ΓzPSLp2,Rq,
where the Riemannian structure on TM is the one induced by the quotient map
HÑM .
Proof. Consider the quotient map
πΓ : HÑM.
Its differential induces for every z P H the equivalence
ΓzTz H “ TπΓpzqpΓzHq.
The hermitian structure on TM is the one induced by πΓ and so
ΓzT1,z H “ T1,πΓpzqpΓzHq.
Since the homeomorphism T1 H Ñ PSLp2,Rq commutes with the left action of
elements of PSLp2,Rq, we obtain a homeomorphism
ΓzPSLp2,Rq » ΓzT1 H “ T1pΓzHq. l
We will be concerned with two flows on the unit tangent bundle T1 H of a com-
pact hyperbolic Riemann surface M . They are the geodesic and horocycle flow (as
will be clear the choice of the names is consistent with the situation studied in the
previous section). We will see how they look in both descriptions of T1 H and then
we will push them forward on the compact Riemann surface via the universal cov-
ering map.
References for the following discussion are [26] Chapters III and IV, [9] Chapters II
and IV.
Let πp : SLp2,Rq Ñ PSLp2,Rq be the quotient map.
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The geodesic flow[[9] II, II.3]: Let pz, ζq P T1 H. It determines a unique
geodesic l passing through z P H in the direction ζ. Let zt be the point at (hyper-
bolic) distance t from z in the direction of ζ and let ζt be the unit tangent vector to
l in zt in the same direction. The map
pz, ζq ÞÑ pzt, ζtq
defines a flow, which we call the geodesic flow and write
φtpz, ζq– pzt, ζtq.
Proposition 3.3.4 ([9] Proposition II.3.2). The geodesic flow on T1 H corresponds
to the right multiplication
PSLp2,Rq Ñ PSLp2,Rq








Proof. Consider the point pi, ζ0q P T1 H, where, as in the discussion after Theorem
3.3.2, ζ0 is the unit tangent vector at i pointing in the positive direction of the
imaginary axes. Then
φtpi, ζ0q “ gtpi, ζ0q.
Given pz, ζq P T1 H, let γpz,ζq be the unique element of PSLp2,Rq such that
pz, ζq “ γpz,ζqpi, ζ0q.
Since γpz,ζq is an isometry, in particular it maps geodesics to geodesics and preserves
the distance; hence we have
φtpγ
pz,ζq
pi, ζ0qq “ γ
pz,ζq
pφtpi, ζ0qq “ pγ
pz,ζq
¨ gtqpi, ζ0q. l
The horocycle flow[[9], IV.1]: Let pz, ζq P T1 H and let l be the unique geodesic
determined by pz, ζq. For t P R let Ct be the hyperbolic circle with center zt and
passing through z. When t Ñ 8 (respectively t Ñ ´8), Ct converges to a circle
tangent to the x-axes or to a line parallel to the x-axes and having ζ as inward
(respectively outward) normal vector ζ.
This "limit circle" C`8p´8q is the positive (respectively negative) horocycle deter-
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mined by pz, ζq. We define a flow on T1 H as follows.
Let zt
`p´q
be the point on the horocycle C`8p´8q at a distance t from z with re-
spect to the positive (respectively negative) orientation of the circle. Let ζt
`p´q
be
the unit inward (respectively outward) normal vector to C`8p´8q at zt`p´q. The




T1 H Ñ T1 H





is the positive (negative) horocycle flow.
Proposition 3.3.5 ([26] Theorem IV.1.1). Under the identification T1 H “ PSLp2,Rq,
the flows ψ`p´q correspond to
ψ`p´q :
PSLp2,Rq Ñ PSLp2,Rq















Proof. Horocycles are preserved under the action of PSLp2,Rq and so, as in the case
of the geodesic flow, it is sufficient to check the assertion on the point pi, ζ0q P T1 H,
where ζ0 is the unit tangent vector at i pointing in the positive direction of the
imaginary axes. For pzt`, ζt`q “ ψ
`





t pi, ζ0q. Similarly, the point h
´
t i “ i{pit ` 1q belongs to the euclidean
circle Ci{2,1{2 of radius 1{2 centered in i{2 and the vector i{pi ` tq2 “ pdh´t qiζ0 is
the outward normal vector to Ci{2,1{2 in the point h´t i and so ψ
´
t pi, ζ0q “ h
´
t pi, ζ0q. l
Both the geodesic and (positive and negative) horocycle flows on PSLp2,Rq in-
duce flows on the unit tangent bundle of any compact hyperbolic Riemann surface
in the obvious way.
As in the previous section, we can restrict ourselves to the positive horocycle flow
and denote it simply by ψt.
Applying the same proof of Proposition 3.1.5 we obtain
Proposition 3.3.6. Let M be a compact hyperbolic Riemann surface. Then the
horocycle flow on its unit tangent bundle is free.
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Let πp : SLp2,Rq Ñ PSLp2,Rq be the quotient map and Γp be a discrete subgroup
of PSLp2,Rq. Denote by ˘Γp – π´1p pΓpq Ă SLp2,Rq the symmetrization of Γp. We
will see in the following Lemma that we can identify the quotient space ΓpzPSLp2,Rq
with ˘Γpz SLp2,Rq (as SLp2,Rq-spaces). In particular Γp is cocompact in PSLp2,Rq
if and only if π´1p pΓpq is cocompact in SLp2,Rq and the two dynamical systems
p˘Γpz SLp2,Rq,R, ψq and pΓpzPSLp2,Rq,R, ψq are isomorphic.
Lemma 3.3.7. Let G be a topological Hausdorff group and N a discrete normal
subgroup. Let
π : GÑ G{N
be the quotient map. If H is a discrete subgroup of G{N , then π´1pHq is a discrete
subgroup of G.
Furthermore, there is a G-homeomorphism φ : G{π´1pHq Ñ pG{Nq{H such that if
we denote by ρH : G{N Ñ pG{Nq{H and ρπ´1pHq : G Ñ G{π´1pHq the quotient
maps, we have
φ ˝ ρπ´1pHq “ ρH ˝ π.
Proof. Since N is normal, the quotient map is a group homomorphism and then the
inverse image of a subgroup of G{N is a subgroup of G. Thus π´1pHq is a subgroup
of G.
π´1pHq is closed in G since π is continuous and H is closed in G{N .
By definition of discreteness, given an element x P G{N , there exists an open set U
containing x such that U X H “ txu. Then π´1pxq “ π´1pUq X π´1pHq and since
π´1pHq is a discrete subgroup of G, for every x̃ P π´1pxq there exists an open set V
containing x̃ such that π´1pxq X V “ tx̃u. Thus pV X π´1pUqq X π´1pNq “ tx̃u and
π´1pHq is discrete.
Note that π´1pHq “ NH. The map
G{π´1pHq Ñ pG{Nq{H
gpNHq ÞÑ pgNqH
defines a homeomorphism that commutes with left multiplication by elements of G.
l
We will not go into the proofs of other dynamical properties of the horocycle
flow, for which we refer to Chapter 11 of [27] for the case of discrete subgroups of
SLp2,Rq and [26] for the case of the unit tangent bundle of hyperbolic Riemann
surfaces.
In the next chapter we will make use of the following two results.
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Theorem 3.3.8 (Hedlund). If Γ is a discrete cocompact subgroup of SLp2,Rq, then
the horocycle flow on XΓ is minimal.
A proof of Hedlund’s Theorem can be found in [9] Chapter 4 Theorem 1.9.
Theorem 3.3.9 (Furstenberg). If Γ is a cocompact discrete subgroup of SLp2,Rq,
then the horocycle flow on XΓ is uniquely ergodic.
The original proof of Furstenberg’s Theorem can be found in [33]; a different
approach (due tu Margulis) can be found in [27] Theorem 11.27.
Chapter 4
The C˚-algebras
The results of the previous chapter confine the crossed product C˚-algebras associ-
ated to the horocycle flow on compact quotients of SLp2,Rq by discrete subgroups
to the class of C˚-algebras studied in the last section of Chapter 2. Hence we can
apply the results contained there to this particular situation and this is the content
of Theorem 4.1.2, Theorem 4.1.4 and Theorem 4.1.5.
In the second section of this chapter we study the functoriality of the crossed prod-
uct construction associated to the horocycle flow, exhibiting both a covariant and a
contravariant functor, the first induced by inclusion modulo conjugation of discrete
subgroups of SLp2,Rq and the second one reflecting the properness of surjective
maps between homogeneous spaces given by inclusions of groups with finite index.
This is the content of Proposition 4.2.10.
In the last section of this chapter we specialize to the case of compact hyperbolic
Riemann surfaces and the induced contravariant functor defined in Proposition 4.3.5
sends finite sheeted holomorphic coverings to injective ˚-homomorphisms.
4.1 Properties of the crossed product C˚-algebra of
the horocycle flow
If G is a connected Lie group acting smoothly on a manifold M , then the manifold
is foliated by the orbits of G (see [49] Definition 2.1 for the definition of a foliated
manifold) and one can associate to this foliation a groupoid, called the holonomy
groupoid and the corresponding reduced C˚-algebra ([49] Definition 6.3). If the ac-
tion of the group is free, the holonomy groupoid coincides with the groupoid M ˆG
and in virtue of [49] Proposition 6.5 the reduced C˚-algebra of this groupoid coin-
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cides with the reduced crossed product C˚-algebra C0pMq¸rG. Furthermore, in the
case M is compact, every Radon measure on M that is invariant under G gives an
invariant transverse Radon measure (see [21] 5.α) and by Theorem 6.30 of [49] the
invariant transverse Radon measures are in bijection with the lower semicontinuous
densely defined traces on the C˚-algebra CpMq ¸r G. In particular, in the uniquely
ergodic case, there is only such a trace (up to a scalar).
Assuming that CpMq ¸r G is exact, then by [43] every lower semicontinuous 2-
quasitrace on it is a trace and then in the uniquely ergodic case, CpMq¸rG admits
just one lower semicontinuous 2-quasitrace.
In virtue of Proposition 3.3.6, Hedlund’s Theorem 3.3.8 and Furstenberg’s Theorem
3.3.9, what we have just said applies to the case of the action of R given by the
horocycle flow on a homogeneus space of the form Γz SLp2,Rq, with Γ a cocom-
pact subgroup of SLp2,Rq. So the C˚-algebra CpΓz SLp2,Rqq ¸ R (we will always
avoid writing the action explicitly since we will only consider the one induced on
CpΓz SLp2,Rqq by the horocycle flow on Γz SLp2,Rq) is simple and with a unique
lower semicontinuous trace (up to scalars).
Furthermore, it follows from [38] Corollary 9.1 that the horocycle flow ψ has finite
Rokhlin dimension and then by [38] Theorem 3.5 that CpΓz SLp2,Rqq ¸ R has fi-
nite nuclear dimension. In particular, by [77] it is Z-stable and by [64] its Cuntz
semigroup is almost unperforated. Then we see that all the hypothesis of Theorem
2.4.12 are satisfied, except possibly the hypothesis that its stabilization has almost
stable rank 1. Note however that by Corollary 6.7 of [38] we can infer that this
C˚-algebra is stable and so we would "only" need to check that it has almost stable
rank 1 (rather then its stabilization).
To simplify notation, in the following, whenever we are given a discrete subgroup
Γ of SLp2,Rq, we will denote the corresponding homogeneous space Γz SLp2,Rq by
XΓ.
Proposition 4.1.1. Let Γ be a cocompact discrete subgroup of SLp2,Rq. The C˚-
algebra CpXΓq ¸ R has almost stable rank 1.
Proof. By [59] Corollary 3.2 it is enough to check that CpXΓq ¸R is projectionless.
The proof of this fact is due to A. Connes (see [21] page 129): Let τ be the unique
trace on CpXΓq ¸ R associated to the ψ-invariant measure on XΓ. Using relation
(3.1) we see that the geodesic flow φ induces a flow φ̌ on CpXΓq ¸ R given by
φ̌spfqptqpxq “ e
´2sfpe´2stqpφ´spxqq
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for f P CcpR, CpXΓqq, s, t P R and x P XΓ. Suppose now that there is a non-
zero projection p P CpXΓq ¸ R; the map p ÞÑ φ̌sppq is norm-continuous and so
τppq “ τ ˝ φ̌sppq “ e
´2sτppq for every s P R, which entails τppq “ 0. Since τ is
faithful, we have p “ 0. l
As a consequence of Proposition 2.4.11 and Theorem 2.4.12 we obtain
Theorem 4.1.2. Let Γ be a cocompact discrete subgroup of SLp2,Rq and τ be the
lower semicontinuous trace associated to the unique invariant probability measure
for the horocycle flow on XΓ. Then
PedpCpXΓq ¸ Rq “ ta P CpXΓq ¸ R : dτ pr|a|sq ă 8u.
Every hereditary C˚-subalgebra of CpXΓq ¸ R is either algebraically simple or iso-
morphic to CpXΓq ¸ R.
Proof. Since XΓ is a manifold (see Theorem 3.1.3) and R is second countable,
CpXΓq ¸ R is separable. Thus every hereditary C˚-subalgebra is singly generated.
Nevertheless, since it admits a unique nontrivial lower semicontinuous trace, the
same is true for every hereditary C˚-subalgebra (since a lowersemicontinuous trace
extends in a unique way to the stabilization). By [43] and nuclearity of CpXΓq ¸ R
(and since nuclearity is a stable property) every lower semicontinuous 2-quasitrace on
every hereditary C˚-subalgebra is actually a lower semicontinuous trace, hence every
hereditary C˚-subalgebra of CpXΓq¸R satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2.4.12. l
We proceed now to present another dynamical description of the C˚-algebra
CpXΓq ¸ R.
As already observed by Furstenberg in [33], the homogeneous space SLp2,Rq{N
can be identified with the space E – R2 ´ t0u and the left action of SLp2,Rq
on SLp2,Rq{N translates into the action given by matrix multiplication of vectors.
To see this, choose an orthonormal basis te1, e2u on R2 and consider the action of
SLp2,Rq on E – R2 ´ t0u given by matrix multiplication of vectors with respect to
the chosen basis



















P SLp2,Rq, v “ v1e1 ` v2e2 P E.
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The stabilizer of the point p1, 0qT is N and so the homogeneus space SLp2,Rq{N
can be identified with E.
Let Γ be a discrete subgroup of SLp2,Rq; the action of SLp2,Rq on E restricts to an
action of Γ and in virtue of Proposition 1.5.4 there is a Morita equivalence between
the full crossed products
C0pXΓq ¸ R »M.e. C0pEq ¸ Γ,
where, as for the case of the reals acting on CpXΓq, we avoid writing explicitly the
action of Γ on C0pEq, since it will be always understood that it is the action induced
by the matrix multiplication of vectors.
The next Lemma will permit us to show that the above Morita equivalence induces
a ˚-isomorphism.
Lemma 4.1.3. Let A be a C˚-algebra and G be a discrete group acting on A.
Suppose that there is a densely defined lower semicontinuous G-invariant trace τ
on A such that whenever txnu is a sequence of positive elements with bounded trace
converging to a positive element x with bounded trace, then τpxnq Ñ τpxq, i.e. τ
is continuous on its domain. Then there is a densely defined lower semicontinuous
trace on A¸r G.
Proof. Let E : A ¸r G Ñ A be the faithful conditional expectation sending an
element x “
ř
gPG xgug belonging to CcpG,Aq to xe. If τ is a densely defined lower
semicontinuous trace on A, then dompτq “ ta P A` : τpaq ă 8u is dense in A. Let
x “
ř
gPG xgug be an element in CcpG,Aq and ε ą 0; take xε P dompτq such that
}xε ´ xe}A¸rG “ }xε ´ xe}A ă ε. The element y “
ř
gPG ygug defined by
yg –
#
yg “ xg for g ‰ e
ye “ xε
is such that
}x´ y}A¸rG “ }xε ´ xe}A ă ε.
This proves that E´1pdom τq is dense in A¸r G.
Let now x be an element in A ¸r G such that x˚x belongs to E´1pdompτqq; since
dompτq is dense in A`, if we take approximants xn for x in CcpG,PedpAqq, it
follows that both x˚nxn and xnx˚n belong to CcpG, dompτqq. By the G-invariance
of τ , for each approximant xn we have τ ˝ Epx˚nxnq “ τ ˝ Epxnx˚nq and since
x˚nxn converges to x˚x, then Epx˚nxnq converges to Epx˚xq and so by hypothesis
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τ ˝ Epxnx
˚
nq “ τ ˝ Epx
˚
nxnq Ñ τ ˝ Epx
˚xq. Note now that by lower semicontinu-
ity τ ˝ Epxx˚q ď lim τ ˝ Epxnx˚nq ă 8 and so τ ˝ Epxnx˚nq Ñ τ ˝ Epxx˚q. Hence
τ ˝ Epx˚xq “ τ ˝ Epxx˚q.
Suppose now that τ ˝ Epx˚xq “ 8. Then by lower semicontinuity τ ˝ Epx˚xq ď
lim τ ˝ Epx˚nxnq “ lim τ ˝ Epxnx
˚
nq “ 8. Suppose that τ ˝ Epxx˚q ă 8, then we
should have τ ˝ Epxnx˚nq Ñ τ ˝ Epxx˚q, a contradiction. l
Theorem 4.1.4. Let Γ be a discrete cocompact subgroup of SLp2,Rq. Then
CpXΓq ¸ R » C0pEq ¸ Γ.
Proof. By stability of CpΓz SLp2,Rqq ¸ R we can identify C0pEq ¸ Γ with a heredi-
tary C˚-subalgebra of it. The Lebesgue measure µL on E is invariant for the action
of SLp2,Rq and by the Lebesgue dominated convergence Theorem, the associated
trace on C0pEq satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 4.1.3; hence it induces a lower
semicontinuous trace on C0pEq ¸ Γ and hence a lower semicontinuous trace τ on
CpΓz SLp2,Rqq ¸ R. But C0pEq ¸ Γ contains C0pEq as a C˚-subalgebra and we can
find an element f P C0pEq such that dτ pfq “ µLpsupppfqq “ 8, where we have used
Proposition 1.3.4. By simplicity, if h is a strictly positive element in C0pEq¸Γ, then
dτ prhsq “ 8 and so C0pEq ¸ Γ is stable by Theorem 1.3 of [59]. l
As a consequence of Theorem 4.1.4 and Theorem 2.4.19, there is a particularly
easy description of the Hilbert modules for CpΓz SLp2,Rqq ¸ R.
Theorem 4.1.5. Let Γ be a cocompact discrete subgroup of SLp2,Rq. Every count-
ably generated right Hilbert module for CpΓz SLp2,Rqq¸R » C0pEq¸Γ is isomorphic
to one of the form
f ¨ pC0pEq ¸ Γq, f P C0pEq.
For two such Hilbert modules we have
f ¨ pC0pEq ¸ Γq » g ¨ pC0pEq ¸ Γq ô µLpsupppfqq “ µLpsupppgqq
and there exists a Hilbert module E such that f ¨ pC0pEq ¸ Γq » E Ť g ¨ pC0pEq ¸ Γq
if and only if µLpsupppfqq ă µLpsupppgqq.
Proof. As already pointed out in Proposition 4.1.4 the C˚-algebra C0pEq ¸ Γ has
almost stable rank 1 and is projectionless; thus by Proposition 2.4.6 its Cuntz semi-
group does not contain compact elements. Hence the countably generated Hilbert
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modules correspond to soft elements and Cuntz equivalence of soft elements is imple-
mented by the unique (up to scalar multiples) nontrivial functional associated to the
unique (up to scalar multiples) lower semicontinuous trace τ . By Lemma 4.1.3 and
using SLp2,Rq-invariance of the Lebesgue measure on E it follows that all the possi-
ble values in the range of the dimension function are obtained by Cuntz equivalence
classes of elements in C0pEq since, for every f P C0pEq, we have dτ pfq “ µLpsupppfqq.
The result follows from Theorem 2.4.19. l
4.2 Functoriality
Consider the categories Gd,f p2,Rq, Gdp2,Rq, Gcdp2,Rq, C, Ci and Cci , where
- Gpcqd p2,Rq is the category whose objects are discrete (cocompact) subgroups of
SLp2,Rq and the morphisms are inclusions modulo conjugation in SLp2,Rq,
- Gd,f p2,Rq is the category whose objects are discrete subgroups of SLp2,Rq and
the morphisms are inclusions of finite index modulo conjugation in SLp2,Rq,
- Cpiq is the category whose objects are separable nuclear C˚-algebras in the
UCT class and a morphism φ : AÑ B between objects of Cpiq is a(n injective)
˚-homomorphism from A to B,
- Cci is the full subcategory of Ci whose objects are separable, simple, stable,
projectionless C˚-algebras with a unique trace that are in the UCT class.
Note that if H Ă K Ă G are group inclusions and the index of H in K is n, the
index of K in G is m, then the index of H in G is at most nm, hence Gd,f p2,Rq is
indeed a category.
In Lemma 4.2.1 and Lemma 4.2.2 we check functoriality for general dynami-
cal systems and together with Lemma 4.2.4 and Lemma 4.2.5 they will be used in
Proposition 4.2.10 to interpret the crossed product construction coming from the
horocycle flow as a contravariant functor Gd,f p2,Rq Ñ Ci.
We also want to exibhit covariant functors Gdp2,Rq Ñ C and Gcdp2,Rq Ñ Cci ; to this
end we prove Lemma 4.2.6 and Lemma 4.2.8.
The following two Lemmata are well known and for completeness we give a hint
of their proof.
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Lemma 4.2.1. Let pA,G, αq and pB,G, βq be two C˚-dynamical systems and let
φ : AÑ B be an equivariant ˚-homomorphism:
φ ˝ αt “ βt ˝ φ for all t P G.
Then there exists a ˚-homomorphism
φ¸G : A¸GÑ B ¸G,
If φ is either injective or surjective, the same is true for φ¸G.
If φ is a ˚-isomorphism, then φ¸G is a ˚-isomorphism.
Proof. The existence of such a ˚-homomorphism is stated in [75] Corollary 2.48. It
is the extension of the algebraic ˚-homomorphism Φ : CcpG,Aq Ñ CcpG,Bq defined
by Φpfqpsq “ φpfpsqq.
If φ is injective, then kerpφ¸Gq “ pkerφq ¸G by [75] Proposition 3.19 and so also
φ ¸ G is injective. If φ is surjective, then φ ¸ G maps CcpG,Aq onto CcpG,Bq and
since a ˚-homomorphism is automatically closed, φ¸G is surjective.
It follows that if φ is a ˚-isomorphism, φ¸G is a ˚-isomorphism. l
Lemma 4.2.2. Let pX,α,Gq and pY, β,Gq be dynamical systems with X, Y locally
compact and Hausdorff and G a locally compact group. Denote by α̂ and β̂ the
corresponding actions on C0pXq and C0pY q respectively. Let φ : X Ñ Y be an
equivariant proper continuous map. Then there is a ˚-homomorphism
φ̂¸G : C0pY q ¸GÑ C0pXq ¸G.
It is injective if φ is surjective and it is a ˚-isomorphism if φ is a topological conju-
gacy.
Proof. Since φ is proper, the map φ̂ : C0pY q Ñ C0pXq sending f to f ˝ φ is a ˚-
homomorphism, which is injective if φ is surjective. Furthermore for every g P G
and f P C0pY q we have
pα̂g ˝ φ̂qpfq “ α̂gpf ˝ φq
“ f ˝ φ ˝ αg´1
“ f ˝ βg´1 ˝ φ
“ φ̂pf ˝ βg´1q
“ pφ̂ ˝ β̂gqpfq
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and thus φ̂ is an equivariant ˚-homomorphism from the C˚-dynamical system
pC0pY q, G, β̂q to the C˚-dynamical system pC0pXq, G, α̂q. The result follows by ap-
plying Lemma 4.2.1. l
The following three Lemmata concern homogeneus spaces and the purpose here
is to prove that given two discrete subgroups H and K of SLp2,Rq and an element
g P SLp2,Rq such that gHg´1 Ă K, the map Hz SLp2,Rq Ñ Kz SLp2,Rq sending the
cosetHs toKgs for s P SLp2,Rq is proper. These results, together with Lemma 4.2.1
and Lemma 4.2.2 will be used in Proposition 4.2.10 to construct the aforementioned
contravariant functor from Gpcqd,f p2,Rq to C
pcq
i .
Lemma 4.2.3. Let H be a discrete cocompact subgroup of a locally compact group
G and g an element of G. Then gHg´1 is a cocompact discrete subgroup of G.
Proof. Since the action of G on itself is given by homeomorphisms, if x is an element
of H and U is an open set in G such that U X H “ txu, then gUg´1 X gHg´1 “
tgxg´1u and gUg´1 is open. Then gHg´1 is a discrete subgroup of G.
Let tUαuαPΛ be an open cover of gHg´1zG. Then tg´1UαuαPΛ is an open cover of
HzG and thus gives a finite cover tViuni“1. Then tgViuni“1 “ tUiuni“1 is a finite cover
of gHg´1zG. l
In the same spirit of Proposition 3.2.8 we have the following
Lemma 4.2.4. Let H be a closed subgroup of a locally compact group G and let




is an isomorphism of G-spaces.
Proof. The map Φg is well defined and bijective.
Let U be an open subset of pgHg´1qzG. Then Φ´1g pUq “ g´1U is open in HzG.
Thus Φg is continuous.
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is commutative.




and so we have proved the claim. l
Let H Ă K be an inclusion of closed subgroups of a locally compact group G.
Note that the surjective map φ : HzG Ñ KzG that sends a coset Hg to Kg is
continuous and respects the right action of G.
The problem of determining wether the crossed product construction is a functor
from Gd,f p2,Rq to Ci is closely related to the problem wether given an inclusion of
discrete subgroups Γ1 Ă Γ of SLp2,Rq, the map Γ1z SLp2,Rq Ñ Γz SLp2,Rq sending
Γ1g to Γg for g P SLp2,Rq is proper and the answer relies on the possibility to cover
a coset Kg, viewed as a subset of SLp2,Rq, with a finite number of cosets Hgi,
i “ 1, ..., n (compare with Proposition 3.2.9).
Lemma 4.2.5. Let H Ă K be closed subgroups of a locally compact group G and
suppose that H has finite index in K. Then the surjective map
φ : HzGÑ KzG
Hg ÞÑ Kg
is proper.
Proof. We want to show that φ is a finite-sheeted covering map.
First we prove that φ is open. Let ρ : GÑ HzG and π : GÑ KzG be the quotient
maps. Let U Ă HzG be an open set, U “ tHgαugαPΛ for a given index set Λ Ă G.
The image under φ is φpUq “ tKgαugαPΛ. Now the set ρ´1pUq “ HΛ is open by
definition and since the quotient map π is given by a group action, it is open and
πpρ´1pUqq “ tKgugPHΛ “ tKgαugαPΛ is open.
By definition of index, there exist k1, ..., kn P K such that
K “ Hk1 Y ...YHkn.
Hence, given g P G, the elements kig, i “ 1, ..., n are such that
Hpk1gq Y ...YHpkngq “ Kg.
Let now Kg be an element of KzG and consider the set φ´1pKgq “ tHg1 : Kg1 “
Kgu. We want to show that #φ´1pKgq ď n. For let Hg1 P φ´1pKgq; then Kg1 “
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Kg “ Hk1g Y ... Y Hkng. In particular there exist k P K such that g1 “ kg and
h P H, i P t1, ..., nu such that kg “ hkig. Thus
Hg1 “ Hkg “ Hhkig “ Hkig.
Since Hg1 was an arbitrary element of φ´1pKgq, we can conclude that
φ´1pKgq “ Hpk1gq Y ...YHpkngq.
Now let Hpkigq P φ´1pKgq. Using the Hausdorff property, we can find an open
subset U of G containing g such that HkiU XHkjU “ H for all j ‰ i, 1 ď j ď n.
The map φ|HkiU : HkiU Ñ KU is a homeomorphism. Thus φ is a finite sheeted
covering map, hence proper. l
Now we come to the necessary observations for the construction of covariant
functors from Gd to C and from Gcd to Cci .
The functoriality of both the reduced and full group C˚-algebra constructions with
respect to inclusions of discrete groups are proved in [18] Section 2.5. For our
purposes, we will need to give an analogous statement at the level of full crossed
products.
Lemma 4.2.6. Let A be a C˚-algebra and Γ, Γ1 be discrete groups acting on A by




Γ. Then there is a ˚-homomorphism
Φ : A¸ Γ Ñ A¸ Γ1.
Φ is unital if A is a unital C˚-algebra.





ηPΓ gηuη respectively, where fγ and gγ are elements in A and they are different
from zero only for finitely many γ’s in Γ. Define the map











fγ for γ “ γ1 P Γ
0 for γ1 R Γ
.
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Note that Φc is linear. We now see that it is an algebraic ˚-homomorphism.



















On the other hand





















γ pgηq for γ1 “ γ, η1 “ η P Γ





γ pgηq for γ1 “ γ, η1 “ η P Γ
0 for γ1 or η1 R Γ
.
It follows that h̄ “ ĥ and hence Φcpf ˚ gq “ Φcpfq ˚ Φcpgq.
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1 “ γ P Γ








1 “ γ P Γ






Note that we have }Φcpfq}1 “ }f}1 and so we can extend Φc to a ˚-homomorphism
of involutive Banach algebras from L1pΓ, Aq to L1pΓ1, Aq. If thλu is an approximate
unit for A, then it is also an approximate unit for L1pΓ, Aq and tΦcphλqu “ thλu
is an approximate unit for L1pΓ1, Aq; thus every non-degenerate representation of
L1pΓ1, Aq restricts to a non-degenerate representation of L1pΓ, Aq.
Hence Φc extends to a ˚-homomorphism
Φ : A¸ Γ Ñ A¸ Γ1.
If A is unital, then Φp1ueq “ 1ve and Φ is unital. l
As a consequence, we have the following
Corollary 4.2.7. Let Γ1 Ă Γ be an inclusion of discrete subgroups of SLp2,Rq. The
map
Φc :





extends to a ˚-homomorphism Φ : C0pEq ¸ Γ Ñ C0pEq ¸ Γ1. In the case Γ1 is
cocompact, it is injective.
Proof. If Γ1 is cocompact, then C0pEq ¸ Γ is simple. l
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In the same spirit we have the following
Lemma 4.2.8. Let α : G Ñ AutpAq be an action of a locally compact group G on
a C˚-algebra A. Suppose that Γ and Γ1 are discrete subgroups of G and that there is
an element g P G such that gΓg´1 “ Γ1. Then there is a ˚-isomorphism
Ψ : A¸ Γ Ñ A¸ Γ1,
where the actions of Γ and Γ1 on A are given by restriction of the action of G.
Proof. Denote by αΓ and αΓ1 the actions of Γ and Γ1 respectively on A. We keep
using the same notation as in Lemma 4.2.6. Define the map













ηPΓ hηuη be elements of CcpΓ, Aq. We have
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Hence Ψc is an algebraic ˚-homomorphism. Note that }Ψcpfq}1 “ }f}1; if
thλu is an approximate unit for A, then it is also an approximate unit for both
L1pΓ, Aq and L1pΓ1, Aq and the same is true for αgphλq. Thus every non-degenerate
˚-representation of L1pΓ1, Aq induces a non-degenerate ˚-representation of L1pΓ, Aq









To see this, note that for every f P CcpΓ1, Aq, we have that the full norm is given by
}f} “ }Ψ´1Ψpfq} ď }Ψpfq} ď }f}
and so if now f is an element in A¸Γ1 and fn is a sequence in CcpΓ1, Aq converging
to f, we have
}f} ´ }Ψpfq} ď }f ´ fn} ` }fn} ´ }Ψpfq} “
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}f ´ fn} ` }Ψpfnq} ´ }Ψpfq} Ñ 0.
It follows that Ψ is a ˚-isomorphism. The proof is complete. l
Corollary 4.2.9. Let Γ and Γ1 be SLp2,Rq-conjugated discrete subgroups of SLp2,Rq
and let g P SLp2,Rq be such that gΓg´1 “ Γ1. The map









extends to a ˚-isomorphism C0pEq ¸ Γ » C0pEq ¸ Γ1.
Proposition 4.2.10. The crossed product constructions giving C0pXΓq ¸ R and
C0pEq ¸ Γ define functors
fpcq : G
pcq
d,f p2,Rq Ñ C
pcq
i (contravariant) ,
g : Gdp2,Rq Ñ C (covariant) ,
gc : Gcdp2,Rq Ñ Cci (covariant) .
Proof. Let us define the functor f. By Lemma 4.2.1 if two discrete subgroups Γ1
and Γ of SLp2,Rq are conjugated, there is an induced ˚-isomorphism C0pXΓq ¸R »
C0pXΓ1q ¸R, so we can restrict our attention to the case Γ1 Ă Γ of finite index. The
map Γ1z SLp2,Rq Ñ Γz SLp2,Rq sending a coset Γ1g to Γg is a surjective proper map
of SLp2,Rq-spaces and so it induces an injective ˚-homomorphism C0pXΓq ¸ R Ñ
C0pXΓ1q ¸ R.




Γ1 in Gd,f p2,Rq such that
gιΓ
1










Then the composition is given by the morphism
g1gιΓ
2
Γ corresponding to Γ „SLp2,Rq g
1gΓpg1gq´1 Ă Γ2
Observe that the morphism
gι
Γ1
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is equivalent to the morphism
gιgΓ
1g´1
Γ corresponding to Γ „SLp2,Rq gΓg
´1 Ă gΓ1g´1
and thus to check functoriality we can restrict to morphisms of this form.
Start with a morphism of the form gιΓ1Γ and denote by fpgιΓ
1
Γ q the induced ˚-homomorphism
from C0pXΓ1q ¸ R to C0pXΓq ¸ R. We can restrict ourselves to compactly sup-
ported functions. Let a morphism gιΓ1Γ be given; denote by pΓ
1
gΓg´1 the surjective
proper continuous map defined in Lemma 4.2.5 and by Φg the isomorphism of
SLp2,Rq-spaces defined in Lemma 4.2.4. Let p̂Γ1gΓg´1 and Φ̂g be the correponding
˚-homomorphisms at the level of the crossed products as defined in Lemma 4.2.2.
Then fpgιΓ1Γ q “ Φ̂g ˝ p̂Γ
1
gΓg´1 : C0pΓ
1z SLp2,Rqq ¸ R Ñ C0pΓz SLp2,Rqq ¸ R. Let
f P CcpR, C0pΓ1z SLp2,Rqq and s P SLp2,Rq, we have
fpgιΓ
1





























Γ q ˝ fp
g1ιΓ
2



















Γ qpfqqpΓsqptq “ fpΓ
2g1gsqptq
for all Γs P Γz SLp2,Rq, t P R and f P CcpR, C0pΓ2z SLp2,Rqqq. Thus f is a con-
travariant functor.
We want now to define the functor g. The map Ψ of Lemma 4.2.9 gives a ˚-
isomorphism Ψ : C0pEq¸Γ1 Ñ C0pEq¸Γ in the case Γ and Γ1 are SLp2,Rq-conjugated.
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The map Φ of Corollary 4.2.7 gives a ˚-homomorphism from C0pEq¸Γ1 to C0pEq¸Γ
in the case Γ1 Ă Γ and their composition gives the desired morphism in C. Let gιΓ1Γ













fγ for γ1 “ gγg´1 P gΓg´1
0 for γ1 R gΓg´1
.












































f̂γ1 for γ2 “ g1γ1pg1q´1 P g1Γ1pg1q´1
0 for γ2 R g1Γ1pg1q´1
“
#
fγ for γ2 “ g1gγpg1gq´1 P g1gΓpg1gq´1
0 for γ2 R g1gΓpg1gq´1
.
Hence the morphism gpg1ιΓ2Γ1 q ˝ gpgιΓ
1














fγ for γ2 “ g1gγpg1gq´1 P g1gΓpg1gq´1
0 for γ2 R g1gΓpg1gq´1
.
We have proved that g is a covariant functor.
The functor g restricts to the desired functor gc. l
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4.3 The case of hyperbolic Riemann surfaces
Let Γp be a cocompact Fuchsian group acting freely on H and let M be the cor-
responding compact hyperbolic Riemann surface. Let Γ – π´1p pΓpq be the corre-
sponding discrete subgroup of SLp2,Rq (see Lemma 3.3.7 and what follows). We
can identify the SLp2,Rq-spaces Γz SLp2,Rq and ΓpzPSLp2,Rq and by Proposition
3.3.3 they are also equal to T1M . In this case the C˚-algebra of the horocycle flow
is CpT1Mq ¸ R.
Consider the categories Rf , Rcf , PGdp2,Rq and PGcdp2,Rq defined as:
- Rf is the category whose objects are hyperbolic Riemann surfaces and the
morphisms are finite sheeted holomorphic covering maps;
- Rcf is the full subcategory of R whose objects are compact hyperbolic Riemann
surfaces;
- PGd,f p2,Rq is the category whose objects are Fuchsian groups acting freely on




: Γp Ñ Γ
1
p is an inclusion of
finite index of Fuchsian groups modulo conjugation in PSLp2,Rq (cfr. Section
4.2);
- PGcd,f p2,Rq is the full subcategory of PGdp2,Rq whose objects are cocompact
Fuchsian groups.
Following [48] I.3, given a category C, a congruence relation „ on it is the data
of an equivalence relation on every Hom-set such that if f „ f 1 : A Ñ B and
g „ g1 : B Ñ C, then
g ˝ f „ g ˝ f 1 „ g1 ˝ f „ g1 ˝ f 1.
Given the congruence relation „ we can define the quotient category C„ with the
same class of objects as C and in which the morphisms are equivalence classes of
morphisms in C.
Lemma 4.3.1. Let C and D be two categories and F : C Ñ D a functor. Suppose
that there are congruence relations on C and D (both denoted by „) and that F
respects the congruence relations:
f „ g : AÑ B ñ F pfq „ F pgq : F pAq Ñ F pBq
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for every A, B objects in C and f , g P HompA,Bq. Then there is a functor F„ :
C„ Ñ D„.
Proof. Let f „ g : AÑ B in C. By hypothesis F pfq „ F pgq in D and so the map
FA,B„ :
HompA,Bq„ Ñ HompF pAq, F pBqq„
rf s ÞÑ rF pfqs
is well-defined. It also respects composition of morphisms since if rf s : A Ñ B and
rgs : B Ñ C are morphisms in C„, then
FA,C„ : rg ˝ f s “ rgs ˝ rf s ÞÑ rF pgqs ˝ rF pfqs “ rF pgq ˝ F pfqs “ rF pg ˝ fqs.
Clearly the identity in C„ is sent to the identity in D„ and so F„ is a functor. l




Γ are morphisms in HomGd,f p2,RqpΓ,Γ
1q such that




Γ q : CpΓ
1z SLp2,Rqq¸RÑ CpΓz SLp2,Rqq¸
R, the reason being that the maps pΓ1gΓg´1 and p
Γ1
g1Γpg1q´1 defined in the proof of Propo-





if gpg1q´1 belongs to Γ1. It is easy to check that this defines an equivalence relation
on each Hom-set and that it actually gives a congruence relation on the category
Gd,f p2,Rq. We will denote this congruence relation simply by "„".
Lemma 4.3.2. The functor fpcq : Gpcqd,f p2,Rq Ñ C
pcq
i induces a functor
fpcq„ : G
pcq
d,f p2,Rq„ Ñ C
pcq
i .
Proof. Consider on Ci the trivial congruence relation, that is, two morphisms are
identified if they are the same. Then the quotient category of Ci by this congruence
relation is clearly Ci. The result follows by the above discussion, applying Lemma
4.3.1. l









if γpγ1q´1 belongs to Γ1p. We will again denote this
congruence relation by "„".
Lemma 4.3.3. There are injective fully faithful functors
ppcq : PGpcqd,f p2,Rq Ñ G
pcq
d,f p2,Rq.
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Hence PGpcqd,f p2,Rq is isomorphic to a full subcategory of G
pcq
d,f p2,Rq.
In particular there are injective fully faithful functors
ppcq„ : PG
pcq
d,f p2,Rq„ Ñ G
pcq
d,f p2,Rq„.
Proof. The functor ppcq is defined in the following way:





: Γp Ñ Γ
1
p is a morphism in PG
pcq














q. First of all we have
to show that this is actually a morphism; secondly (in order to have fullness) we
want to show that any morphism π´1p pΓpq Ñ π´1p pΓ1pq in G
pcq
d p2,Rq arises in this way.
We certainly have π´1p pγΓpγ´1q Ă π´1p pΓ1pq; we will show that π´1p pγΓpγ´1q “
gπ´1p pΓpqg
´1 for every choice of g P π´1p pγq. Consider an element h P π´1p pγΓpγ´1q,


















q Ă π´1p pΓ
1
pq
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is a morphism in PGpcqd p2,Rq; by the above computation we see that for











Thus ppcq if full.

























q, then, given g P π´1p pγq and g1 P π´1p pγ1q, we have ghg´1 “ g1hpg1q´1 for
every h P π´1p pΓpq. Hence γπpphqγ´1 “ πppghg´1q “ πppg1hpg1q´1q “ γ1πpphqpγ1q´1









Note now that if γΓpγ´1 Ă Γ1p has finite index n, then π´1p pγΓpγ´1q Ă Γ1p has index
at most 2n.
By Lemma 4.3.1 we need to check that this functor respects the congruence rela-
tions. This is a consequence of the definitions. l
Lemma 4.3.4. There is an equivalence of categories between Rpcqf and PG
pcq
d,f p2,Rq„.
Proof. In virtue of Proposition 3.2.9 we can define the covariant functor
F pcq :











Under this functor, two equivalent morphisms in Gd,f p2,Rq are mapped to the same
holomorphic covering and by Lemma 3.2.9, the resulting covering is finite sheeted.
By considering the trivial congruence relation on Rpcqf (i.e. equality) and applying
Lemma 4.3.1 we obtain the desired functor. Denote this functor by ppcq.
We want to show that ppcq : PGpcqd p2,Rq„ Ñ R
pcq
f is full, faithful and dense. The
result will follow from [48] Proposition 10.1.
ppcq is full: By Proposition 3.2.9 for every Γp, Γ1p Fuchsian groups acting freely on
H and every holomorphic covering map p : ΓpzH Ñ Γ1pzH there is at least one γ P




belongs to HompΓp,Γ1pq in PG
pcq
d,f p2,Rq and ppΓpx̃q “ Γ1ppγx̃q
for every x̃ P H. Thus we obtain fulness.
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ppcq is faithful: Suppose that we are given two finite sheeted holomorphic coverings
tΓpx̃ ÞÑ Γ
1
pγx̃u and tΓpx̃ ÞÑ Γ1pγ1x̃u in HomRpcqf pΓpzH,Γ
1
pzHq which coincide. Then,
composing with the holomorphic covering HÑ ΓpzH, x̃ ÞÑ Γpx̃, we see that also the
compositions with this are the same and thus Γ1px̃ “ Γ1pγpγ1q´1x̃ for every x̃ P H.
This means that γpγ1q´1 is a deck transformation for HÑ Γ1pzH, x̃ ÞÑ Γ1px̃ and so it
belongs to Γ1p.
ppcq is dense: Let M be a (compact) hyperbolic Riemann surface. Then it is biholo-
morphic to a Riemann surface of the form ΓpzH, where Γp is a Fuchsian group, that
is cocompact if M is compact. l






such that if two Riemann surfaces are biholomorphic (that is isomorphic in Rpcqf ),
then the associated C˚-algebras are ˚-isomorphic.
Proof. By Lemma 4.3.4 there is an equivalence of categories Rpcqf Ñ PG
pcq
d,f p2,Rq„.
We can compose it with the fully faithful functor ppcq„ : PG
pcq
d,f p2,Rq„ Ñ G
pcq
d,f p2,Rq„
and then with the functor fpcq„ defined in Lemma 4.3.2.
If two Riemann surfaces are isomorphic in Rpcqf , then they are biholomorphic and
the corresponding Fuchsian groups are PSLp2,Rq-conjugated; thus also the corre-
sponding discrete subgroups of SLp2,Rq are conjugated (in SLp2,Rq) and they give
rise to ˚-isomorphic C˚-algebras. l
Remark 4.3.6. We have seen that two biholomorphic Riemann surfaces give rise to
˚-isomorphic C˚-algebras under the functor rpcq. Note now that by the Thom-Connes
isomorphism [19] Theorem 2, given a cocompact discrete subgroup Γ of SLp2,Rq,
the K-theory of CpXΓq ¸ R is completely determined by the complex K-theory of
CpXΓq. Thus, if Γ “ ˘π1pMgq for a certain compact hyperbolic Riemann surface
Mg of genus g, it reads
K0pCpT1pMgqq ¸ Rq “ Z2g`1, K1pCpT1pMgqq ¸ Rq “ Z2g`1 ‘ Z{p2g ´ 2q.
Both the order and the scale are trivial since CpT1pMgqq ¸ R is stable and projec-
tionless.
Nevertheless, by [19] Corollary 2 the range of the pairing between K0 and the unique
trace is determined by the range of the Ruelle-Sullivan current associated to this flow
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(see [21] 5.α), which in this case is trivial by [52]. Thus the Elliott invariant only
contains information about the genus, or equivalently, the homeomorphic class of
the Riemann surface.
Chapter 5
On stability of C0pEq ¸ Γ
Let Γ be a discrete cocompact subgroup of SLp2,Rq. It is suggested by Theorem 4.1.4
that the properties of the crossed product C˚-algebra CpΓz SLp2,Rqq ¸ R that we
deduced from properties of the flow could be equivalently deduced from properties
of the dynamical system pE,Γq, where E “ R2 ´ t0u.
In particular our attempt here is to establish stability of C0pEq ¸ Γ from dynamical
considerations. To this end we focus on one equivalent characterization of stability
contained in Proposition 2.3.5, that we recall in the following
Proposition. Let A be a σ-unital C˚-algebra. The following are equivalent:
• A is stable,
• A has weak stable rank 1 and MpAq is properly infinite,
We then proceed in finding conditions under which an action of a discrete group
gives rise to a crossed product C˚-algebra whose multiplier algebra is properly infi-
nite. The more challenging question about the stable rank remains unanswered.
We begin by giving the definition of contractive action (Definition 5.1.1) and
prove in Proposition 5.1.3 that, in the case of a discrete group acting on a lo-
cally compact connected normal Hausdorff space by means of a contractive action,
the multiplier algebras of the corresponding (reduced or full) crossed product C˚-
algebras are infinite. Of course the idea is that the action on E of a certain class
of discrete subgroups of SLp2,Rq, including the cocompact ones, should be contrac-
tive and by Proposition 5.2.1 this is actually the case for every discrete subgroup of
SLp2,Rq containing hyperbolic elements.
Note that if Γ is a cocompact subgroup of SLp2,Rq, by Lemma 5.2.3 also its image
in PSLp2,Rq is cocompact and so, by Lemma 5.3.2, Theorem 3.4.4 and Theorem
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4.5.2 of [42], the set of axes of its hyperbolic elements is dense in RP1. We see in
Proposition 5.2.2 that, as a consequence of Proposition 5.1.7, the multiplier algebra
of the (reduced or full) crossed product C˚-algebra associated to an action of a dis-
crete subgroup of SLp2,Rq containing at least two hyperbolic elements with different
axes is properly infinite.
In the last section, using the results contained in [45] Section 3 and in [46] and [3],
we can prove that in the case of cocompact subgroups of SLp2,Rq that are the lifts of
Fuchsian groups not containing cyclic elements of order two, the multiplier algebra
of the corresponding crossed product C˚-algebra contains a Kirchberg algebra in the
UCT class as a unital C˚-subalgebra.
5.1 Contractive and paradoxical actions
Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space and G a discrete group acting on it.
We will see in the following that under certain assumptions we can infer infiniteness
of the multiplier algebra of the crossed product C˚-algebra.
The concept of contractive action (see below) was already considered in [68] page
22 and has to be compared with the more restrictive Definition 2.1 of [3].
Definition 5.1.1. Let G be a discrete group acting on a locally compact Hausdorff
space X. The action is said to be contractive if there exists a non-empty open set U
and an element t P G such that
tU Ĺ U.
Let A be a C˚-algebra endowed with the action α of a locally compact group
G and I Ă A an α-invariant ideal. The inclusion map ι : I Ñ A is a covariant
˚-homomorphism and so by [75] Corollary 2.48 there is a ˚-homomorphism ι ¸ G :
I ¸ G Ñ A ¸ G that is the identity on CcpG, Iq. Now, as explained in [75] 3.4,
since every nondegenerate covariant ˚-representation of I extends to a nondegenerate
covariant ˚-representation of A, it follows that the closure of CcpG, Iq in A ¸ G
coincides with the image of I ¸G under ι¸G.
In the case of the reduced crossed product, note that a faithful ˚-representation of A
restricts to a faithful ˚-representation of I and the integrated form gives the desired
inclusion I ¸r G Ă A¸r G.
In particular, if A is any C˚-algebra and G a discrete group acting on it, then A¸prqG
is an ideal in MpAq ¸prq G (see [53] 3.12 for a discussion about multipliers of C˚-
algebras), where the action of G on MpAq is the extension of the action on A. Then
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there is a unital ˚-homomorphism φ : MpAq ¸prq G Ñ MpA ¸prq Gq; if we identify
MpA¸prqGq with the C˚-algebra of double centralizers on A¸prqG, φpxqy “ xy for
any x in MpAq ¸prq G and y in A¸prq G.
Recall the following
Definition 5.1.2 ([11] Definition 1.1). Let A be a C˚-algebra and x an element in
A. x is called a scaling element if x˚xpxx˚q “ xx˚ and x˚x ‰ xx˚.
Proposition 5.1.3. Let G be a discrete group acting on a locally compact Hausdorff
space X. Consider the following properties:
(i) The action of G on X is contractive.
(ii) There exists a scaling elementary tensor in CbpXq ¸prq G.
Then (ii)ñ(i). If X is a connected normal space, then (i)ñ(ii).
Proof. (ii)ñ(i): Let x “ utf be a scaling element in CcpG,CbpXqq Ă CbpXq ¸prq G
and U the interior of supppfq. Since x˚x “ |f |2 and xx˚ “ |f ˝ t´1|2, the condition
x˚xxx˚ “ xx˚ implies |f ||tU “ 1; in particular tU Ă U . Suppose that tU “ U . Then
|f ||Uc “ 0, |f ||U “ |f ||tU “ 1|tU “ 1|U
and
|f ˝ t´1||Uc “ |f ˝ t
´1
||ptUqc “ 0, |f ˝ t
´1
||U “ |f ˝ t
´1
||tU “ 1|tU “ 1|U .
This would mean that |f | “ |f ˝ t´1| and x˚x “ xx˚. Hence tU Ĺ U .
Suppose now that X is a connected normal space and let U Ă X be an open set,
t P G be an element such that tU Ĺ U . By Urysohn Lemma (normality) there
exists a continuous function f : X Ñ r0, 1s such that f “ 1 on tU , f “ 0 on U c
and by connectedness we can suppose that f is not identically 0 on U ´ tU . Then
x – utf is such that x˚x “ f 2, xx˚ “ pf ˝ t´1q2 and x˚xpxx˚q “ xx˚. Since
supppf ˝ t´1q Ĺ supppfq, we have x˚x ‰ xx˚. l
Corollary 5.1.4. Let X be a locally compact connected normal Hausdorff space and
G a discrete group acting on it by means of a contractive action. ThenMpC0pXq¸prq
Gq is infinite.
Proof. Let x be as in Proposition 5.1.3 and φ : CbpXq ¸prq G Ñ MpC0pXq ¸prq Gq
be as in the discussion preceding Definition 5.1.2. We have to verify that φpxq is a
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scaling element. This is equivalent to showing that φpx˚xq ‰ φpxx˚q.
Let g P C0pXq be a positive nonzero function such that supppgq Ă supppfq ´ tU
(this function exists by normality). Then
x˚xg “ f 2g ‰ 0, xx˚g “ pf ˝ t´1q2g “ 0.
This entails φpxx˚q ‰ φpx˚xq. The proof follows from Theorem 3.1 of [11]. l
A variation of the concept of contractive action is the following (see [68] Lemma
2.3.2) and is a slight variation of Definition 2.3.3 of [68].
Definition 5.1.5. Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space, G a discrete group
acting on it and U Ă X be a non-empty open set. We say that U is G-paradoxical,
or just paradoxical, if there are positive natural numbers n, m, group elements




i“n`1 Ui “ U ,
Ťn`m
i“1 tipUiq Ă U and tiUi X tjUj “ H for every i ‰ j.
We say that the action of G on X is paradoxical if X is a G-paradoxical open set.
Remark 5.1.6. Let G be a discrete group acting on a locally compact Hausdorff space
X. Suppose that there are contractive open sets Ui associated to group elements
ti, i “ 1, ..., 4 such that tiUi Ĺ Ui and tiUi X tjUj “ H for every i ‰ j. Suppose
also that U1 Y U2 “ U3 Y U4 “ X, then X is a paradoxical open set. As we will see
in Proposition 5.2.2 this is the case for the action of discrete subgroups of SLp2,Rq
containing two hyperbolic elements with different axes.
The connection between paradoxicality of an action on a locally compact Haus-
dorff space X and existence of properly infinite elements in the crossed product
C˚-algebra associated to this action has been investigated in [68] Lemma 2.3.7,
where it is shown that the characteristic function of a compact open paradoxical
set is a properly infinite projection in the crossed product. Hence, in particular,
if X is compact and the action is paradoxical, then the identity on X is properly
infinite. Following this idea, we will show that in the case X is normal, connected
and locally compact, the multiplier algebra of the crossed product C˚-algebra (and
hence any strictly positive element for the crossed product C˚-algebra by Lemma
2.1.3) is properly infinite.
Proposition 5.1.7. Let G be a discrete group acting on a locally compact connected
normal Hausdorff space X. If the action is paradoxical, then MpC0pXq ¸prq Gq is
properly infinite.
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Proof. Let n, m, t1, ..., tn`m and U1, ..., Un`m be as in Definition 5.1.5 for the para-
doxical set U “ X. Taking unions and relabeling we can suppose ti ‰ tj for i ‰ j.
Let F – tt1, ..., tnu, F 1 – ttn`1, ..., tn`mu.
Since X is normal we can take a partition of unity tφtutPF subordinated to tUiuni“1
and a partition of unity tψsusPF 1 subordinated to tUiun`mi“n`1. Consider the exten-











x˚x “ y˚y “ 1.




c. Let E : CbpXq ¸r G Ñ CbpXq denote the faithful conditional expec-
tation and note that xx˚ is an element in CcpG,CbpXqq Ă CbpXq ¸r G. We have
Epxx˚qppq “ 0 and Ep1qppq “ 1ppq “ 1, entailing xx˚ ‰ p and the same reasoning










and so xx˚ K yy˚. Thus 1 is properly infinite in CbpXq ¸prq G.
Let φ : CbpXq ¸prq G Ñ MpC0pXq ¸prq Gq be as in Corollary 5.1.4. Take a positive
function f P C0pXq whose support is contained in p
Ťn
i“1ptiUiqq
c. The existence of
such a function is assured by normality since for every i ‰ j, tiUi X tjUj “ H and













and Epxx˚fq “ 0, where now E is the conditional expectation for C0pXq ¸r G.
Hence φpxx˚q ‰ φp1q “ 1. The same applies to yy˚ and so 1 P MpC0pXq ¸prq Gq is
properly infinite. l
5.2 The case of discrete subgroups of SLp2,Rq
It will follow from Proposition 5.2.1 that the results of the previous section apply
to the case of discrete subgroups of SLp2,Rq containing hyperbolic elements and
by Lemma 5.2.3 this class of groups contain the discrete cocompact subgroups of
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SLp2,Rq.
Recall from [42] 2.1 that an element of SLp2,Rq is called hyperbolic if the absolute
value of its trace is greater than 2.
Proposition 5.2.1. Let Γ be a discrete subgroup of SLp2,Rq containing a hyperbolic
element. Then the action of Γ on E is contractive. In particular MpC0pEq ¸ Γq is
infinite.
Proof. By [42] 2.1 every hyperbolic element γ in SLp2,Rq is conjugated in SLp2,Rq






, λ ą 0,
which clearly admits a contractive open set. Thus the same is true for γ. Since
every metrizable space is normal, we can apply Corollary 5.1.4. l
As an application of Proposition 5.1.7 we obtain the following
Proposition 5.2.2. Let Γ be a discrete subgroup of SLp2,Rq containing two hyper-
bolic elements with different axes, i.e. with a different basis of eigenvectors. Then
MpC0pXq ¸prq Γq is properly infinite.
Proof. Let γ1 and γ2 be hyperbolic elements as in the hypothesis. We can find open
sets U1, U2 such that γ1U1 Ĺ U1, γ´11 U2 Ĺ U2 and U1YU2 “ E. Similarly, we can find
open sets U3, U4 such that γ2U3 Ĺ U3, γ´12 U4 Ĺ U4 and U3 Y U4 “ E. Furthermore,
by replacing the elements γ1 and γ2 by some powers if necessary, we can assume that
γ1U1 X γ
´1
1 U2 “ γ1U1 X γ2pU3q “ γ1U1 X γ
´1
2 U4 “ γ
´1
1 U2 X γ2U3 “ γ
´1





2 U4 “ H. Thus the action is paradoxical and we can apply Proposition
5.1.7. l
For every cocompact discrete subgroup of SLp2,Rq, the multiplier algebra of
the C˚-algebra C0pEq ¸ Γ is properly infinite by stability. This property can be
deduced, anticipating part of the discussion of the next section, from Proposition
5.2.2. Indeed by [42] Theorem 3.4.4 and Theorem 4.5.2 the set of fixed points of the
hyperbolic transformations in a cocompact subgroup Γp of PSLp2,Rq is dense in BH
(see the discussion preceding Lemma 5.3.2 for the definition of BH) and by Lemma
5.3.2 this set corresponds to the set of axes of the hyperbolic elements in π´1p pΓpq.
By the following Lemma, if Γ is a cocompact subgroup of SLp2,Rq, then also its
symmetrization ˘Γ is cocompact and thus the same is true for its image under
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the quotient map πp : SLp2,Rq Ñ PSLp2,Rq. In particular Γ contains hyperbolic
elements with different axes.
Lemma 5.2.3. Let Γ be a discrete cocompact subgroup of SLp2,Rq, then ˘Γ –
π´1p pπppΓqq is a discrete cocompact subgroup of SLp2,Rq.
Proof. Let ˘Γ “ t˘γ : γ P Γu “ Γ Y p´Γq. It is a closed subgroup of SLp2,Rq
since it is the union of two closed sets.
Suppose that ˘Γ is not discrete; then there exists a sequence tγiu Ă ˘Γ such that
γi Ñ γ for some γ P ˘Γ and tγiu is not eventually constant. We distinguish three
cases:
• The sequence tγiu is eventually contained in Γ: then γ would be in Γ since Γ
is closed and so Γ would not be discrete.
• The sequence tγiu is eventually contained in ´Γ: then the sequence t´γiu Ă Γ
would converge to ´γ in Γ, contradicting again the discreteness of Γ.
• For any n P N there exists lpnq ą n such that γlpnq belongs to tγiu XΓ. In this
case tγlpiqu would be a sequence in Γ (not eventually constant) converging to
γ in Γ.
Hence ˘Γ is discrete.
We now want to show that˘Γ is cocompact. The map ρ : SLp2,Rq{Γ Ñ SLp2,Rq{p˘Γq
is well defined and surjective. Let U “ tgp˘ΓqugPΛ be an open subset of SLp2,Rq{p˘Γq,
where Λ is some index set. Denote by πΓ : SLp2,Rq Ñ SLp2,Rq{Γ and π˘Γ :
SLp2,Rq Ñ SLp2,Rq{p˘Γq the quotient maps. By definition of quotient topology U
is open if and only if π´1˘ΓpUq “ tgγ
1ugPΛ,γ1P˘Γ “ t˘gγugPΛ,γPΓ is open in SLp2,Rq.
Note now that ρ´1pUq “ tp˘gqΓugPΛ and thus π´1Γ pρ
´1pUqq “ t˘gγugPΛ,γPΓ, that is
open. Thus ρ is a continuous surjection and maps compact sets into compact sets.
The proof is complete since Γ is assumed to be cocompact. l
5.3 Fuchsian groups without cyclic elements of or-
der 2
We want now to use the results contained in [46] and [45] to extract more informa-
tion about the the multiplier algebra of the crossed product C˚-algebra associated to
the horocycle flow in some particular situations. The idea is just to observe that the
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projection map from E “ R2 ´ t0u to RP1 (we recall the definition below) is equiv-
ariant with respect to the natural actions of SLp2,Rq (Lemma 5.3.1) and that the
action of SLp2,Rq on the real projective line factors trough an action of PSLp2,Rq.
Furthermore, for every Fuchsian group Γp of the first kind (see [42] page 67), the dy-
namical system pRP1,Γpq is topologically conjugated to pBH,Γpq (by Lemma 5.3.2)
, which is Example 2.2 of [46]. Hence combining results from [46] and [45] we can
state Proposition 5.3.6.
We recall the definition of the real projective line RP1 and of the action of
SLp2,Rq on it.
As a topological space, RP1 is the quotient of E by the equivalence relation „
RP1 “ tpx, yq P Eu{ „,
where px, yq „ px1, y1q if there exists r P R such that px, yq “ rpx1, y1q. SLp2,Rq acts
on RP1 in the following way











: 1s for cx ‰ ´dy, y ‰ 0
ra
c
: 1s for cx ‰ ´dy , y “ 0








is an element of SLp2,Rq and by rx : ys we mean the equivalence class of the element
px, yq P E.
The following result can be proved by a direct computation.
Lemma 5.3.1. The quotient map p : E Ñ RP1 is equivariant for the action of
SLp2,Rq, hence in particular for the action of any discrete subgroup Γ.
SLp2,Rq also admits an action on the one-point compactification of the real line















for cx ‰ ´d, x ‰ 8
8 for cx “ ´d, x ‰ 8
a
c
for c ‰ 0, x “ 8
8 for c “ 0, x “ 8
,







is an element of SLp2,Rq.
The following Lemma is well known, see [26] Exercise 1.14.
Lemma 5.3.2. The homeomorphism
φ :
BH Ñ RP1
R Q x ÞÑ rx : 1s
8 ÞÑ r1 : 0s
is an isomorphism of SLp2,Rq-spaces.
Let now Γp be a Fuchsian group of the first kind (see [42] page 67); note that
the action we defined for discrete subgroups of SLp2,Rq on BH factors through the
quotient πp : SLp2,Rq Ñ PSLp2,Rq.
The crossed product C˚-algebra CpBHq¸Γp has been studied in [46] and [3]. In the
approach of [46] a key role is played by a property of this dynamical system that is
encoded in the following
Definition 5.3.3. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and Γ a discrete group
acting on it by homeomorphisms. The action is a strong boundary action if for
every nonempty open sets U , V Ă X there is a t P Γ such that tU c Ă V , where U c
is the complement of U in X.
By Lemma 3 of [46] the strong boundary condition implies existence of pro-
jections in the reduced crossed product C˚-algebra. If furthermore the action is
topologically free, one obtains the following
Theorem 5.3.4 ([46] Theorem 5). Let Γ be a discrete group acting on a compact
space X by means of a topologically free strong boundary action. The resulting
reduced crossed product C˚-algebra CpXq ¸r Γ is simple and purely infinite.
The action of Γp on BH satisfies the hypothesis of this theorem (this is a conse-
quence of the fact that the fixed points of the hyperbolic elements of a Fuchsian group
of the first kind form a dense subset of BH by [42] Theorem 3.4.4) and so CpBHq¸rΓp
is a simple purely infinite C˚-algebra. As already pointed out in [46], this C˚-algebra
is actually nuclear. To see this note that the group P of upper-triangular matrices
with positive diagonal entries in SLp2,Rq is a semidirect product N ¸ A (see [75]
3.3) and hence is amenable since both A and N are.
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In particular, the groups πppNq and πppAq in PSLp2,Rq are such that πppP q “
πppNqπppAq, πppNq X πppAq “ teu and πppNq is normal in πppP q. Thus also πppP q
is isomorphic to a semidirect product of the form R¸R (since πppNq and πppAq are
one-parameter subgroups of PSLp2,Rq). In particular, by [75] Proposition 3.11 and
Proposition 1.5.4 we see that
CpBHq ¸ Γp “ CpPSLp2,Rq{πppNAqq ¸ Γp
»M.e. CpΓpzPSLp2,Rqq ¸ πppNAq
“ pCpΓpzPSLp2,Rqq ¸ πppNqq ¸ πppAq
for certain actions of πppNq on CpΓpzPSLp2,Rqq and πppAq on CpΓpzPSLp2,Rqq ¸
πppNq.
Now both nuclearity and the UCT are preserved under taking crossed products by
R and so CpBHq ¸ Γp is in fact classifiable by [54] Theorem 4.2.4.
As in the previous section, if G is a discrete group acting on a C˚-algebra A,
we can consider the extension of this action to the multiplier algebra MpAq and the
corresponding full and reduced crossed products. For the proof of Proposition 5.3.6
we need the following
Lemma 5.3.5. Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space and Y be a compact
Hausdorff space. Let G be a discrete group acting on them. If there is an equivariant
surjective continuous map p : X Ñ Y , then there is a unital ˚-homomorphism
p̂¸G : CpY q ¸GÑ CbpXq ¸G.
Proof. The map
p̂ :
CpY q Ñ CbpXq
f ÞÑ f ˝ p
is an injective ˚-homomorphism. Let α denote the action of G on X and β the action
on Y ; let also α̂ and β̂ be the "dual" actions at the level of continuous functions (we
keep denoting the action of a group on a C˚-algebra with the same symbol as its
extension to the multiplier algebra) α̂pfq “ f ˝ α, β̂pgq “ g ˝ β, for every f P CpY q
and g P CbpXq.
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The equivariance condition dualizes as
pα̂t ˝ p̂qpfq “ α̂tpf ˝ pq
“ f ˝ p ˝ α´t
“ f ˝ β´t ˝ p
“ p̂pf ˝ β´tq
“ pp̂ ˝ β̂tqpfq
for every f P CpY q and t P R. If Y is compact, then CpY q has a unit 1 and if G is
discrete 1(“ 1ue) is also a unit for CpY q ¸ G and belongs to CcpG,CpY qq; in this
case also CpY q ¸ G is unital. Then we have p̂ ¸ Gp1q “ 1 ˝ p “ 1 P CcpG,CbpXqq.
By Lemma 4.2.1 there is a unital ˚-homomorphism p̂¸G : CpY q¸GÑ CbpXq¸G. l
Let Γ be a cocompact discrete subgroup of SLp2,Rq and Γp “ πppΓq its image
under the quotient map πp : SLp2,Rq Ñ PSLp2,Rq. By Lemma 5.2.3 Γp is a discrete
cocompact subgroup of PSLp2,Rq and by [45] Section 3, if Γp does not contain cyclic
elements of order 2, there exists an injective group homomorphism Γp Ñ Γ. Now
we can state the following
Proposition 5.3.6. Let Γ be a cocompact discrete subgroup of SLp2,Rq such that
Γp – πppΓq does not contain cyclic elements of order 2. There is a unital (injective)
˚-homomorphism CpBHq¸Γp ÑMpC0pEq¸Γq. In particularMpC0pEq¸Γq contains
a separable, simple, nuclear, purely infinite unital C˚-subalgebra in the UCT class
as a unital C˚-subalgebra.
Proof. By Lemma 5.3.1 and Lemma 5.3.5 there is a unital ˚-homomorphism
CpRP1q ¸ Γ Ñ CbpEq ¸ Γ.
Using Lemma 5.3.2 and Lemma 4.2.1 we see that CpRP1q ¸ Γ is ˚-isomorphic to
CpBHq ¸ Γ and thus we obtain a unital ˚-homomorphism
CpBHq ¸ Γ Ñ CbpEq ¸ Γ.
Now C0pEq is an ideal in CbpEq and so C0pEq¸Γ is an ideal in CbpEq¸Γ. As we have
already argued in the previous sections, by the universal property of the multiplier
algebra there exists a ˚-homomorphism
CbpEq ¸ Γ ÑMpC0pEq ¸ Γq,
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which is unital since CbpEq¸Γ is unital. Composing we obtain a unital ˚-homomorphism
Ψ : CpBHq ¸ Γ ÑMpC0pEq ¸ Γq.
The next step is to use Kra’s result [45] Section 3 in order to construct a unital
˚-homomorphism from CpBHq¸Γp to CpBHq¸Γ. The result of Kra is more general
and concerns Klenian groups; the form that we need here is the following: Let Γp be
a finitely generated Fuchsian group not containing cyclic elements of order 2, then
there exists an injective group homomorphism φ : Γp Ñ Γ, that is given by a choice
of representatives for Γp in Γ.
Define
Φc :







We want to check that Φc extends to a unital ˚-homomorphism and the crucial fact
is that the action of Γ on BH factors through the action of Γp. Denote by αp the




fγuγ and g “
ř
γ1PΓp








































pfγ ˝ γqvφpγq´1 .
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and so Φc is an algebraic ˚-homomorphism, that is clearly unital. Now
}Φcpfq}1 “ }f}1
and thus Φc extends to a continuous unital ˚-homomorphism
Φ1 : L
1




}π ¸ V pΦ1pgqq} ď }g}, for any g P L1pΓp, CpBHqq,
where the supremum runs over all the covariant representations of CcpΓ, CpBHqq.
Hence Φc extends to an injective ˚-homomorphism Φ : CpBHq ¸ Γp Ñ CpBHq ¸ Γ.
The composition
Ψ ˝ Φ : CpBHq ¸ Γp ÑMpC0pEq ¸ Γq
is a unital ˚-homomorphism, which is injective since CpBHq ¸ Γp is simple. l
Chapter 6
Spectral Triples on the Jiang-Su
algebra
This chapter is based on a joint work with Professor Ludwik Dąbrowski ([7]).
According to the noncommutative differential geometry program [20, 21] both the
topological and the metric information on a noncommutative space can be fully
encoded as a spectral triple on the noncommutative algebra of coordinates on that
space. Nowadays several noncommutative spectral triples have been constructed,
with only a partial unifying scheme emerging behind some families of examples,
e.g. quantum groups and their homogeneous spaces, like quantum spheres and
quantum projective spaces. (see e.g., [24, 25, 50]) Also some preservation properties
with respect to the product, inductive limits or extensions of algebras have been
investigated.
Most of these constructions are still awaiting however a proper analysis of such
properties as smoothness, dimension (summability) and other conditions selected by
Connes. As a testing ground for these and related matters as large as possible class
of examples should be investigated, including some important new algebras.
In [67] a general way to construct a spectral triple on arbitrary quasi diagonal
C˚-algebras was exhibited. However, in that case one cannot expect summability.
Instead, summability was obtained in [1] for certain inductive family of coverings,
and p-summability with arbitrary p for any AF-algebra through the construction in
[5].
In the present paper we elaborate a construction that extends the latter men-
tioned approach to a wider class of particular inductive limits of matrix-valued
function algebras whose connecting morphisms have a certain peculiar form. In
particular this construction applies to the Jiang-Su algebra Z (cf. [41]), which was
originally constructed in terms of an explicit particular inductive limit of dimension
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drop algebras. The aim therein was to obtain an example of an infinite-dimensional
stably finite nuclear simple unital C˚-algebras with exactly one tracial state and
with the same K-theory of the complex numbers. The importance of the Jiang-Su
algebra Z stems from the fact that under some other hypothesis Z-stability entails
classification in terms of the Elliott invariant as proved in [76].
The organization of the paper is the following: In the first section we recall
the definition of the Jiang-Su algebra and construct a particular AF -embedding for
it. In the second section we compute the image of elements belonging to a dense
subalgebra of the Jiang-Su algebra under the representation obtained by composing
the aforementioned AF -embedding with the representation appearing in [5]. In the
last section we use the above results to establish that some of the Dirac operators
considered in [5] give rise to a spectral triple for the Jiang-Su algebra.
6.1 The AF -embedding
Let B be an inductive limit of C˚-algebras B “ limpBi, φiq, with B0 “ C and
where every Bi is a unital sub-C˚-algebra of the algebra of continuous-valued func-
tions on the interval with values in Mni for some natural numbers ni containing a
dense ˚-subalgebra of Lipschitz functions. For l ą i natural numbers the connecting






f ˝ ξi`li,1 b 1N i`li,1
0
. . .















, a unitary ui,i`l P Cpr0, 1s,Mni`lq and
some paths ξi`li,1 , . . . , ξ
i`l
i,ki`li
: r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1s satisfying





, for 1 ď r ď ki`li , x, y P r0, 1s. (6.1)
The operators ui,i`l are unitaries in Cpr0, 1s,Mni`lq.
We will take advantage of the original construction in [41] of the Jiang-Su algebra
Z as an inductive limit of prime dimension drop algebras Zi, which are C˚-algebras
of continuous functions from r0, 1s toMpibMqi for some pi and qi coprime such that
fp0q belongs to Mpi b 1qi and fp1q belongs to 1pi bMqi for every f P Zi. There it
was proven that given pi, qi, ni “ piqi defining the prime dimension drop algebra Zi,
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i,3 a unitary ui,i`1 P Cpr0, 1s,Mni`1q such that
Zi Ñ Zi`1




f ˝ ξi`1i,1 b 1N i`1i,1
0
f ˝ ξi`1i,2 b 1N i`1i,2





is a connecting morphism for ξ1 “ x{2, ξ2 “ 1{2 and ξ3 “ px` 1q{2.







f ˝ ξi`li,1 b 1N i`li,1
0
. . .















, a unitary ui,i`l P Cpr0, 1s,Mni`lq and
some paths ξi`li,1 , ..., ξ
i`l
i,ki`li









for 1 ď s ď 2l ´ 1,
It follows that the paths appearing in the connecting morphism φl,m satisfy equa-
tion (6.1) and Z belongs to the class of inductive limit C˚-algebras we want to con-
sider.
Note that, given B as above, after reindexing the sequence Bi, for example sending
i ÞÑ i2 we can always suppose that the paths appearing in the connecting morphisms
satisfy





for any 1 ď r ď ki`1i . This relation will be used for the proof of Lemma 6.1.1.
Fix a sequence of natural numbers ni as above and consider the inductive limit
A “ limpAi, φ
˝
i q, where Ai “ Cpr0, 1s,Mniq and the connecting morphisms φ˝i
are constructed in the same way as above, but they are considered as unital ˚-
homomorphisms between the Ai’s. For any i, l P N denote by φ̃˝i,i`l : Ai Ñ Ai`l the
˚-homomorphism






f ˝ ξi`li,1 b 1N i`li,1
0
. . .










Let ui be the unitary corresponding to the connecting morphism A1 Ñ Ai (or
B1 Ñ Bi). For any f P Ai (or Bi) there is a unique f̃ P Ai such that f “ uif̃u˚i . In










Let now M “ limpMni , ψiq, where ψipaq “ ab 1ni`1{ni .
Lemma 6.1.1. There is a ˚-isomorphism
α : AÑM.












βi : Mni Ñ Ai, a ÞÑ uiāu
˚
i ,
where ā P Ai is the constant matrix-valued function taking value a P Mni . Let now
γ P p1, 2q and take finite sets Fi Ă Ai consisting of Lipschitz matrix-valued functions
with Lipschitz constant less than γi and such that their union
Ť
i Fi is dense in A.
For any f P Fi and a PMni we have
αi ˝ βipaq “ ψipaq,






Hence the result follows by [61] Proposition 2.3.2. l
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6.2 The orthogonal decomposition
Let H be the Hilbert space considered by Christensen and Antonescu in [5] corre-
sponding to the GNS-representation induced by the unique trace τ on M . This
trace is given on the finite-dimensional approximants relative to the inductive limit
construction by the normalized trace on matrices. Following [5] we want to write H
as an infinite direct sum of the finite dimensional Hilbert spaces on which the Mni ’s
are represented.
Let Hi “ Mni
τ and let v P Hi. We can consider v as a matrix of dimension ni and






















where lij “ ni{nj is the multiplicity ofMnj inMni and v
j,i
k,l are matrices inMnj . Below
we will also use iteration of this procedure. With this notation, the projection Pi,j








If i ą 1, the projection Rj from Hj to the orthogonal complement of Hj´1 in Hj

























































Hence, if we denote by Kj “ HjaHj´1, the projection Qj : HÑ Kj, when applied
































s,t for s ‰ t
,
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where, with a slight abuse of notation, we identify the spaces Hi with their images
in H and correspondingly consider the projections Qj as operators from Hi to Kj.
6.3 The commutators
Take i ă n ´ 1 ă m and v P Hm, f P Ai. We want to compute the elements
Qnpφ̃
˝
i,mpf̃qp0qvq and φ̃˝i,npf̃qp0qQnv. To this end we want to write φ̃˝i,mpf̃q as the
composition φ̃˝n,m ˝ φ̃˝n´1,n ˝ φ̃˝i,n´1pf̃q.
Let kij be the amount of different paths appearing in the connecting morphism φj,i.














f̃ ˝ ξn´1i,1 ˝ ξ
n
n´1,j b 1Nn´1i,1 0
. . .
0 f̃ ˝ ξn´1
i,kn´1i


















f̃ ˝ rξn´1i s ˝ ξ
n
n´1,1 b 1Nnn´1,1 0
. . .

























ξnn´1,1 for 1 ď s ď Nnn´1,1



























s,t for s ‰ t























‚ for s “ t.















ξmn,1 for 1 ď j ď Nmn,1






n,k ă j ď l
m
n

























































k,k qs for s “ t.

















n,j ´ f̃ ˝ rξ
n´1

















n,j ´ f̃ ˝ rξ
n´1












pf̃ ˝ rξn´1i s ˝ ξ̄
n
n´1,s´ f̃ ˝ rξ
n´1










n,js for s “ t.
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Lemma 6.3.1. Let i ă l ă m ď k be natural numbers and let ξli, ξml , ξkl be paths on






, for any x, y P r0, 1s.
Then, given any n ą 0 and any Lipschitz function in Cpr0, 1s,Mnq with Lipschitz
constant Lf , we have
}pf ˝ ξli ˝ ξ
m








Proof. This is a consequence of the fact that |ξlipxq ´ ξlipyq| ď
1
2l´i
for every x, y P
r0, 1s. l
6.4 The spectral triple
Note that if D “
ř
n αnQn for a certain sequence of real numbers tαnu, then the
domain of D, dompDq “ tv P H : t}αnQnv}u P l2pNqu is left invariant under
the action of any f P A, thus in particular for every f P B, and it makes sense to
consider the (in general unbounded) operator rD, f s.
Moreover, if T is an unbounded operator on H whose domain contains the algebraic
direct sum ‘algKi and }TPn} is uniformly bounded on n, then T extends (uniquely)
to a bounded operator on the whole Hilbert space H.
Hence, to obtain boundedness of rD, f s, we will compute estimates for }rD, f sPn}
for every n.
For every i P N we will denote by LBi the linear subspace of Bi consisting of Lipschitz
functions with Lipschitz constant smaller than γi for some γ P p1, 2q. Observe that
φ˝|LBi is a linear map sending LBi into LBi`1 and that the algebraic direct limit
Ť
i LBi is a dense ˚-subalgebra of B.
Proposition 6.4.1. Let D “
ř
n αnQn, with tαnu a diverging sequence of real
numbers satisfying α0 “ 0, |αn| ď βpn´1q with β ă 2 and n ą 0. Then p
Ť
i LBi,H, Dq
is a spectral triple for B.








for some p ą 0.
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Proof. After reindexing i ÞÑ i2, the ˚-isomorphism α : A Ñ M has the concrete
description given in Lemma 6.1.1 and we will suppose that the index set is already
reindexed, if necessary. Thus we can compose it with the GNS representation of M
induced by the unique trace τ .
Let l,m P N and v P Hl of norm one. Denote by βHl,m : Hl Ñ Hm and βHl,8 : Hl Ñ H









Thus we can write













Since the sequence βHm,8φ̃˝i,mpf̃qp0qβ
H






















“ }pβHn,mf̃ ˝ rξ
n
i sp0q ´ f̃ ˝ rξ
n
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Thus for i ă n´ 1 we obtain




ď p1` 2i`1Lf qpβ{2q
pn´1q.
Hence

















and rD, f s extends to a bounded operator.
Moreover D has compact resolvent since it has discrete spectrum and its eigenvalues
have finite multiplicity. Suppose we have sequences tαiu, tniu and a real number









which concludes the proof. l
As the final comment we observe that by looking at the growth of the dimensions
of the matrix algebras appearing in the original construction of the Jiang-Su algebra
(cfr. [41]), it is clear that (6.4) can not be satisfied and the spectral triples exhibited
above are not p-summable. Also, with the help of Stirling formula it can be seen
that Tr exp p´D2q diverges and thus the θ-summability does not hold either.
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